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Holland City News.
VOL. XIV.-I^O.

The

Maid

HOLLAND,

31,

Howard and M!m Fanny

Next Monday

school

ast

It is now time that our merchants were
advertising their goods.

Miss Mary

T>EACU, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and

8, 15, 22, 29,

and MiYfFay proved

De Roo&

Messrs. Walsh,
a large order for

good
Co., of the

to return not later than the

and happy

Fay

deairea us

Monday. Through

-

this city received

-

parlor car on train

;

Fair Notes.

eaving Holland at 1:40 p. m.

“Daisy’’flour from Lon-

Man

-

is

a

Efforts are being made to organize a

harvester. He begins life

at

and sows wild

ten has rakish ways

oats

The executive committee of the Fair
John R. Kleyn

Association have awarded

the contract for furnishingthe material

;

company of Home Guards in this city. thresheshis way through the world, and for and erecting two buildings, the grand
stand, 24x48, and the floral hall, in the
Some thirty young men have signified
when he arrives at the sere and yellow
Very few guests at the Park now. The
shape of a cross, 00x60 feet, and 24 feet
their willingness to join the company.
leaf, time mows him down, and hia recold weather is the cause.
Snip and Kiilolnti.
tiigh in the center. Both of theso build*
A large number of our young people mains are planted on the hillside.
iogi are to be substantiallybuilt and to bo
pvOEBBURG.J.O.Dealer in Drugs and MediCarpenters are at work on the inside
,U cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, &c. Phy- work on Post’s new building.
went to the park last Thursday night, and
completed by the first of October. Tbd
sicians prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth 8t.
In Hope Church next Sabbath morning
spent the hours very pleasantlyIn dancrestaurant or dining hall will be under
the Lord’s Supper will be administered
ITAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi- Wr have received the catalogue of the ing, returning to this city at midnight.
the grand stand. The work at the track
V cines,Palntt, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
and the public reception of members will
Van den Serge’s Family Medicines. River Street. Michigan State Normal School.
progressingfinely. The premium list
Brusse Bros., custom tailors, have a •occur. In the evening the pastor, Rev.
TTTAL8U, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a
will soon be ready for distribution, and
Will. C. Meyers, of Chicago, is the new “ad” in this issue. This firm does T. W. Jones, will preach the last sermon
v V
full stpek of goods appertaining to the buswill contain many special premiums ofiness.
fiest-classcustom tailoring and all our in the series of the Sabbath. The theme
guest of W. C. Walsh this week.
fered by public-spirited citizens of- this
will be “How to spend Sabbath hours.”
furniture.
readers should read their advertisement.
and other places. Among other things
F. D. Waldron, of the Grand Rapids
\f EVER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
you will find a barrel of flour as a preOur
grocers
are
making
up
a
special
an
error
occurred
in
the
proceedings
of
Democrat
called
on
us
last
Tuesday.
kindsof~ Furniture,
_
kinds
Curtains. Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
the Council as published two weeks ago. purse to iuduce the Fair Society to offer m ium for the best loaf of bread a silver cup
Ex-Sheriff Joob Verplanke,of Spripg The bills for clocks for the pump house extraordinary largo premiums for butter. for the greatest skill in riding the bicycle,
General Dealers.
Lake, was in the city last Wednesday.
was given at $50 when it should have been First, second and third premiums ranging and several special money premiums for
1 VAN PUTTEN, G. & SONS, GeneralDealers in
T Dry Goode, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Miss Annie Woltman, of Grand Haven $30.
from five to three dollars will be offered the best butter, best cake, best pumkiu
Caps. Flour, Provlelons,etc. River street.
for the best June Fall, and Roll Exhibits, pie, best bosom shirt, made by a lady unis visitingthe family of G. Van Putten.
An excursion given by the Episcopal amounting in ail to about thirty dollars.
Hotels,
der sixteen, etc. Special efforts are also

AJ dealer in Qraln, Flonr and Produce. Highest
market D/ice paid for wheat, Office in Brick
•tore, corner Elighth and Fish streets.

riends in Grand Kapids.

happy

following aurprise.

the cradle; learns to handle the fork; of*
visiting

themselves equal to the

occasion and a very pleasant

rom Holland to Chicago for $4.05 include evening was passed. Mr.

don, England, this week.

Van Pctten Is

NO. 680.

ng admissionto the Exposition. Tickets to thank all for the presents and the

Wednesday evening.

StandardRoller Mills of

Coaoliilos Merchant.

On Tuesday Sept.

A. Van der Veen, of Grand Haven, on

commences.

The colored camp meeting breakes up
next Monday.

§tt.5i»css gircctatij.

WHOLE

1885.

5,

Boyd attended a card party given by Mrs. Oct 6 and 18, 1885, tickets will be sold

A Weekly Newspaper published
every Saturday.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

Miss Baddie

LOCAL ITEMS.

Devs

City

MICH.,

M

;

01TY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.
The only Irst-classhotel in the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the

Always say something to benefit your Church of Grand Rapids to Bnldhead Park
passed through here last Thursday morntown. Never say anything derogatory.
ing. There was not

state, Free bus in connection with the hotel.

D. Bertsch

will

move

into the

new

proprietor. store in Van der Veen’s block next week.
depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public, and its
Yates & Kane have an advertisement
tablets unsurpassed. Free hack for accommodation of guests.
in this issue which all our readers should

read. _

In this issue our readers will notice an

advertisementfor the Grand Rapids Democrat. Mr. B. P. Higgins has been ap-

The

Smith. -

Society will

'I^IBBELINK,J.

H., Livery and Sale Stable
Ninth street, near Market.

PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN

& CO.,

Proprietors
of flagger Mills. Manufactarers of new Process FloUN Near foot of Eighth street.

L

The Chicago Exposition opened last
Wednesday and

Masufaetorlsi,
Will, Shops,Ito.

'17AN RAALTE, B., dealear in Farm

imple-

machinery. • Cor. River and

Ninth Streets.

open

be

Church

held at the residenceof

The block which

Is

thus being

8.

All

and Pine streetsand Twelfth and Thir

P. Rrcim, of

known

as

Cheap

John, has opened an auction store in the

Bosman building. His

first sale takes

place to-night. Look for a

Grand Haven, has

The members of

the Holland Fire De*

partmeut are requested

meet in the hall

to

new

“ad’

steps toward giving an exhibition of their
skill on one

day of the coming fair of the

8. O. and W. A. Agricultural Society,
full

attendanceis urgently requested.

17'

REMERS, fi...Physicianand

XV

Snrgeon. Hes-

idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drag store of Kremers ft Bangs.. Office hoars from 11 a. m. to 13 m„and from fi to 6 p.m

A convention of the W. C. T. Union
The Grand Haven Hear'A has changed of Ottawa County will be held at Grant
hands. D. H. Kedzie retires in conse Haven, on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept.
We have received a complimentary quence of ill health. The business wil 8th and 9th. It will open Tuesday at 2
now be continued by A. S. Kedzie and o’clock p. m. Mrs. A. Benjamin, Preaiticket to the Illinois State Fair to be held
S. M. Wright.
ident of the 5th Districtis expectedto be
in Chicago September 14 to 10.

y

ATB8, 0. B.. Physician and Snrgeon . Office
at residence on the corner of River and
Mr, C. Dok recently returned from Min
Eleventhstreets, formeny occupied by the late Dr.
Ledeboer.
nesota and brought with him some very

x

fine

Watches aad Jsvslry.

pears which were raised there.

Ed Monteith, of

dealer in Watchts, Clocks
les, cor. Ninth and Ce-

darsweetlr

jfairtitf.

“The Leader,” the best five
in the

market, is meeting with

in this city.

a

cent cigar

this city,

has

present during the whole session. She
pur-

chased the depot eating house at Muskegon
it

1) REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
1J dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

of

A. King and will assume charge of

soon. We

his

wish

Ed abundant success in

new venture.

the last few weeks quite exten-

the College buildlnga. The walk and
steps of the east porch of

Van Vleck hall

Rumor

halls within.
been

The

laboratorywhich had

somewhat damaged at the time

has also been fixed up and the foundation
partiallyrenewed. The recitation

rooms

has

it

that parties

Oggel House, where very
rooms have been fitted up for

year be in the
pleasant

that purpose. The new brick foundation,
just finished,will certainly strengthen the

much. Two porches
built, one on the north

building very

have

also been

aide,

facing Tenth street, the other on the weat,

address Wednesday even- facing the walk leading to the other
m. A cordial invitationis buildings. It seems that the authorities

ing at 7:80 p.

extendedto all friends of Temperance in of Hope College are determined to .do all
the county. The ladies especially are in their power to prepare aa pleasant
quartera as possible for their students.

We hope the coming year

from Chicago

The

may be

meeting has been very poorly attended dare favorably with that of any other
x. o. of o. r.
Holland City Lodge, No. 193, Independent Prins & Zwanenburg, was in this city this
Order of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings week, looking after the interests of the
1

.....

at

-»

-------

firm.

Supervisor John Niea and wife, of
in the city this week and

J

aong,.

remaining in the post- All are Invited to attend.
meeting at the office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 2, 1885:

Saugatuck, were

Nor.

18,

Dec. 16.

bt.

John, a days June 34, and

man, baa a pig that can drink milk out of
OftfinintAx,W. M.
a

D. L. Boyd, Am'*.

jag, and eat the lining ont of

a goose

quill.

K&lghtl Of LaborHarmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of HoHaud City,
Bomb of the member* of Unity Lodge
meet In Odd Fellows* flail every week. All communlcatlonashould be addressed to
No. 191, F. & A. M. attended » maaonic
flauovT Lock Box,
•
Holland, Mich. meeting in Grand Rapids last Wednesday

97-y

evening.

©Ut

§ter&rte.

Prodno#,

Ito.

The

in-

Bert Barnes has resigned bis position owing to the damp and disagreeableJimtion.
as manager of the telephone exchange in weather and have been correspondingly T
The Soldiers' Home,
this city and Miss Bright has been ap- uncuccessiul. Next Monday evening they
pointed in his place. She assumed charge will hold a meeting in the Methodist
Church at which the jjubllwilnferi will LTbt Bo,rd of Manager, of the BoMier,'
of the office last Monday.
fHOD
be preaent and rander acme of their
“et 'n G™nd ,R*P|d' on Mondax
List of

letters

r. A A. X.
Regular Communicationof Uxitt Lodge, took in the colored camp
No. 191. F. ft A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall Park.
H. E. Bennett, A. Brinks, FYancies LeHolland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
Tart, and Jake Welsbnrg.
evenings, Jan. 38, Feb. 28, March 85, April 23,
Mar StT Jane 94, July 8L Aug. 19, Sept. 33, Oct. 81,
It is said that t Tallmadge, this county,
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
Dec. 27.

the

colored camp meeting at Vacate A moat successful in the history of the Col.

have purchased thirty acres of land from
Mrs. G. Van Schelven was called to A. Bosman, on the north aide of the bay wa Grove closes on Sunday night with • liege, and that In September, ’86, we may
Wanpnn, WIs., by the Illness of her for a consideration of $8,000. We could grand march representing the children of ^e able to point to a new recitation,bali
Israel crossing the Red Sea. The camp In the College campus, which shill cfo*
father, Mr. T. Beeuwkes, last Thursday. not verify the rumor.
M. Corn, representing the land agents,

Odd Fellow’s Hail, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday
eveningof each week.
Visiun
ig brothers are cordiallyInvited.
J. Kuuiskhsa, N. G.
L. D. B aldus, R. 8.

of

the burning of Charter ball, last spring,

will deliver an

urged to attend.

good sale

W. Baumgartel sells them.

During

of the theological department will this

next week.

B., Physicianand Snrgeon. can be been granted a patent on a device for ad
found in his office in First Ward Drag Store,
justing the beat of clocks.
on Eighth street.

X>

Hope College!

sive repairs have been made in and around

,

T. L. Streeter, better

old
ing goods this week.

the fair days.

filled with

residences is the one lying between River

whether the department will take any

Lahuis, of Zeeland, was in Chicago buy-

skill for

new houses in course of erection in Altogether the people tre of a mind to
one block in this city. The building make our first fair a success,and with
boom docs not sqem to diminish at all. reasonably fair weather they will succeed.

have been renewed. Fire escapes have alon Wednesday, Sept. of ProtectionHose Company No. 2, on
so been pat up on the east and west sides
next Monday evening at 7:30 o’clock. The
are invited and a good time is an
meeting is called for the purpose of seeing of this building, connecting with the

ticipated.

&

some games of amusement

Mrs, Elmore Aunis

unti

Mfi. A. Labuis, of the firm of Herder

Hiram

T)E8T, R.

will remain

October 17.

PhyiioUni.

next social of the Methodist

for

and exhibitions of

five

cured.

hotel.

menu and

copies can be pro-

were surprised the other day to see

teenth streets.

J., Livery and Boarding
Mr. Isaac Day, of Orleans County, N.
Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s Y., is visitinghis brother-in-law, Samue

V

whom

pointed agent, df

JJAVERRATE. G.

AN

exceed fifty in the

party.

|H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Rvder,
Locatednear the C. <fc W. Si. R’y

Liveryand Sals Stahlei.

to

made

being

We

last

and on Tuesday visitedthe other site#

around Grand Rapids,

selecting the

We often times think how people get “Burchard farm" site. This comprise*
along without their local paper, but now 112^ seres fronting on the southwestside
we have come to the conclusionthat the of Heed’s Lake. The site selected is satisproblem la solved in this way. They will factory to the Board sod the decision reThe fall term of the Theologicalde- go to their good neighbor* on an errand garding the site wm arrived at without
partment of Hope College opened on and ask him to let them see this psper for delay or difficulty. The price of ths farm
Wednesday, September 2nd. The Col- a few moenls (of conrse they are never is $12,000 which the city donates. After
lege and preparatory department! will refused), and in thla way the editor is the selection of the site the Board passed
commence again on Wednesday, Septem- cheated abd the neighbor is obliged to • resolutionordering Col. Ssmnel Wells,
ber 16th.
please these people who never want to sub- mansgeroftbe temporary hpmefor disabled soldiers, to move bis headquarters,
We have juit received a large quantity scribe but are always anxious to read the
established
st Lansing last week m directnews when fornlibed free gratis.
•

preaa of the Fourth Congreaaional of paper for commercial printing and are

taking steps toward forming preparedto do all work In the printing
an association for their mutual protection line. Our businessmen will do well to

ed atthe recent meeting held in Detroit,

District are

t

(WHOLESALE.)
(CorrtcUdmm Fridav bn B. J. BarrUtgUm.)
Apples, 25c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Butter 10,11c;
gigs, 11c; Honey, 19c; Onions, BOc; Potatoes,

and benefit.

give their job printing to

and fair prices.

Thursday morning

last the tug Fannie

to Grand Rapids and that hereafter

all

Sbriver left Sangatnck for this city and communications should be addressed to
ui. Good work
when about one-half mile ofi this harbor him at Grand Rapids. It wm the opinion

rudder. There wm considerable of the members of the ’Board that all
time of the accident soldiers cared for temporarilyshould be
A man ahould never jump out of bed
Apples, 50c; Besns. |1.I5; Butter, 11, 19c; for the benefitof points on the Newaygo
and she wm obliged to runout into the brought to that city. Col. Wells sod Gen.
very luddenly. It etarti the circulation
Eggs, 19c; Honey, l4c;Dnlons,Me; Potatoes, 65c.
division qf the road. «
Lake. After several unsuccessful attempts Pierce were appointed a committee to
too quick. He ought to turn over and
ftnifit Pood, Ito.
to get into the hsrbor she finslly suc- which all application! for admission to
stretch, and yawn and gasp, scratch and
(WHOLESALE.)
The press excuraion to Toledo and Putceeded and drifted about for some tima the home should bo made and they were
lie still, and wait till some of the women
(CorrtcUdmm Friday bn W. B. B$ach.)
in-Bay fifem Grand Rapids pasted through
before she could reach. the dock/ The given power to act, subject to the approval
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran* V 100 fee., 68c; Barley
folks get up and make the fire.
« 100 fee., $1.00; Clorer seed, f bn. $4.50; Corn this city last Wednesday morning. .There
damage to the boat is slight. The Captain of the Board pending the adoption of
Meal, V 100 fee., 1.06; Corn, shelled, 48c: Flour,
$4.60; Fine Oonr Meal, « 100 fea., $1.40; Feed, w were three coaches.
G. Van Putten & Sons have received and crew have great reason tofeelthinky Board regulations. A uniform for inmate
fnl that matters were no
/ of the home wm adopted the same m the
Annual meeting of the Board of Edu a large stock of Dry Goods and fall and
U. 8. regular uniform except that the gilt
winter Dress Goods, Flannels, etc.
ta.78; cation next Monday evening. Let there
Last
Tuesday
wm
the
fifteenth
annibottons shall |bear the monogram of the
Lancaster Red, 78.
Their stock of Underwear la the most
be a good attendance of all citizens interversary
of
the
marriage
of Conductor Ed home upon them. Gov. Alger m chairUTAH*
complete in the city. Read their new adested in school matters.
5c: Barley, fl
vertisementin this issue and then give Fay and wife who have recentlymoved man of the Board wm authorised to ad$6.00; Corn
from this city to Big Rapids. The fact ertiM for pirns for tty construction of •
C. Yam din Hxuvel, of the Phoenix them a call.
of its being the anniversary of their building large enouffh to accommodate
Planing Mill, aeeidentlysawed the fore
our enterprisingboot merrlage however, 'did not eecape the 800 iamatae, to harmonize with the atte
finger of hit left hand, inflicting a mere
has secured the ser- memory of their many friends here and •elected.A premium of $1000 wm offered
wound, oo last Monday.
shoemaker and will
Having
of Um truly mirthe Botrd and |800 for the out tat plan.
Tib Ottawa aad West Kent Agriculto fin all orders for custom purchased and premtod in
quite
a
number
who
went
on
the
8
o’clock
Itofa.IMi.flotelhmrtortablfh .»d
tural Boeiety wm hold its thirteenthanend wffl pey eepecialatwhen eomplMd ud eqoipptd not to cort
fair at Berlin, on September29 and

mm.

The Chicago and West Mich. R’y will
run an excursion to the Park to-morrow

lost her

sea running at the

*

worse.

mmmM

and October 1 end

m

2.

V

.....

gineer, Bnd a brakeman iimtanfly. The platform simply declares for a fair and
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
tender and a coal car jumped completely thorough
[h trial of the exii
existing *law, and alover the engine and stopped on the leges that “the Republic
ot Iowa I The White House was reopened to the
west bank of the ;toyou. The mail has never made shiporl of Whibition a pnbUo 0D the 1st inst The building has One-Fourth of the
car went down on the front end test of
of party
party ft
fealty.
during
express niStfer
LY. off Ohio, has jbeen chal-,

ews.
—

i
RS>'

1

ii»

"

POLL \ND cm. haOHIGi

FURIOUS SALE.

itions, burying the
lenged
fed by Dr.
Dr Leonard, the Prohibition
ck. ' Both he and the
candidate,
to
a joint discussiotfof the iii
Secretary o<
)r«8s jpes-enger wei-e fatally injured.
cense Question during the campaign. The
& q£. Agriculture, fellmufa Island Partially Submerged
Governor signifiesnis
his'vritliugness
mmngnesf to en- refuses to preside over the Democratic
and a Summer Hotel Leveled
pile of splinters. All the passengers in gage in a series of debates with the Prohithe smoking-carwere hurt, severalserious- bition standard-be.irerif Judge Foraker, State Convention, as. having been appoint.
to the Ground.
ly. The ladies'-carwas derailed,but did the Republic \n candidate for Governor, ed to his position without regard to politics,
it
“would
pot
be
an
example
ol
•f
the
The Pennsylvaniaand the Delaware and not go down with the wreck. . .Lucius A. will also participate.
true principleof civil-service reform.”
Hudson Companies have reduced the price White, charged with counterfeiting Bra[Chnjleeton(S. O.) dispatch.]
The Ameer of Afghanistan has sent a
of coal, but the Beading Company an- zilian paper money, was heldln $10,000
Charlestonwas struck by a cyclone this
bail at St Louis. His brother, who was arnative officer from Kabool to investigate morning, and one-fonrth of the houses in
nounces an advance on stove and egg. The rested in Waco, Texas, has also been called
two former corporations favor a suspension on to furnish bonds in the same amount .....
During the week 154 business failures the charges of misconduct made by the the city ore unroofed. Parts of the spires
of mining, but the Reading it opposed to a A colored murderer named Henry Burnett, were reported to the -Hatted -States Rnd British Boundary Commission against the
bF~8C“‘MichaelVand Bl Matthew’s
stoppage.... Albert D. Swan, a prominent
Governor of Herat The principal charge Churches were blown down, and the spire
18 yearn old, was hanged at Lonoke. Ark. Canada, about 82 per cent being those of
and wealthy resident of Lawrence, Mass.,
is that tho Governor opens the confiden. .Frost in Virginia did considerable damof the Citadel Square Baptist Chi
_ _
mrch
is
small traders. Daring the corresponding
was shot and killed at his office in that city
tial letters sent by way of Herat to memage to late crops.
dehiolisbed.The wharves and warehouses
week
of
1884
the
number
of
failares
in
the
by Henry R. Goodwin, who surrendered
bers of the commission,and the intimaare badly damaged. At Sullivan'sIsland
A Chattanooga dispatch reports that a United States and Canada was 183. Bradat once to the authorities. The tragedy
tion is conveyed thdl this tampering two steamers are aground, aud the New
grew out of business difficulties between train on the Georgia divisionof the East etreet’s, in its weekly summary, says:
is not done iu any British interest.
.
Ashley River bridge now constructing is
While the Roneral trade ettaation continues
the two men.
Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia Railway to be favorable, there Is less to be said as to the The venerableEmperor William attended
swept away. Foar vessels which arrived
A “mysterious stranger" who spent ran through an open switch near Rome, Indications of permanence in the Increasedac- a shooting-mutchat Potsdam, fired several yesterdayare wrecked. The telegraph
tivity shown. In addition to what has been
several days at Wikgpbarre,Pa., answer Ga. The engine p]unge<| down an embank- said in the imnroveraent in textile line*, the shots himself, and favored the marksmen wires are down and there are no cars ran*
ment.
Williams, a section-hand, was in- demand for pig iron at Philadelphia, and gen- with an address ..... Since the outbreok of ninrf.
so dosely*to the descriptions of C. Arthur
stantly killed. John Bower, the engineer, erally west of the Alleghenies, except at Cleve- cholera in Spain 223,546 persons have been
The loss is still estimated at $1,000,000,
Preller,and alluded so frequently in con- had one leg broken, and was frightfully
land, has shown some gain. In the East this is attacked by the cholera,and 82,619 have
‘£ht
including wharves and churches. MerHot
the
case,
and,
while
there
may
have
been
versation to the St. Louis hotel tragedy, scalded. Fireman Bellow had a leg broken
died.
chants are already rebuilding.The phossome Improve i.ent in the inquiry, there Is none
that he is believed by many to have been and was badly injured about the head. In price or demand. Notwithstanding the conThe report of the Chicago and North- phate works near the city are but little inJohn Thomas, the train-porter,had both tinued strength in the Eastern dry-goods marMaxwell’s alleged victim in disguise. He
western Railway for the year ended June jured, except the Atlantic,which loses its
legs broken. No passengers were in- ket and the upward tendency of prices,some
disappeared from Wilkesbarre.leaving no
manufacturerscontinueto curtail production. 30 last shows that it earned $23,503,460, acid chambers. The Norwegian bark Medjured ____
of seventy-five per- There are others making preparationsto enbor, from Liverpool, was dismasted in the
. The re
clew to his
hi intended destination
sons took from the jail at Blanco, Texas, large their ontpnt. The strength of prices while the operating expenses reached $13,- storm, and the German bark H. Peters was
cent explosion of the steamer S. M. Felton
the murderer Lockie and hanged him. In leading lines continues. In grocery 151,322. After the payment of rentals, in- driven ashore. The German brig Freiheit
at Philadelphia, has been traced to the
staples sugar has shown an improveLockie was the man who a few tdays ago
f° ment, but tea and cofleo are still be- terest, dividends, amounting to $3,981,348, was sunk in collision.The dry-dook
agency of a man named Adriauce S nears,
killed eight persons, including his daugh- hind last year. Dairy products are Improved etc., tho balance for the year aggregates schoonerWilliam E. Lee was blown ashore
carried a line of accident insurance
wno cam
ter and step-daughter.
step-dai
His deed was one and higher.Wheat has been somewhat stronger $602,272.97____ The period allowed for the and the Norwegian bark Veritas and the
which would have yielded him $150 per
of
the
most
cruel on record, and is sup- at times since the severe depression of the two
removal of cattle from tho Cheyenne and Italian brig San Frisco are ashore at Casweek if he had been seriously injured.
posed to have been done iu a fit of mad- succeedingweeks. The small advance made has
Spears, however,was killed,and the payserved to check exports and stopped business Arapahoe reservationexpired on the 1st inst. tle Piuckney,with a three-masted schoonness ____ The losses by the recent storm at sudic^ntlyto indicute that however short the
Advices received at Washington are to the er, name unknown. No lives were lost.
ment of his life policies, which call for $35Charleston and Sullivan’s Island. S. C., crop may be foreign consumers arc not ready to effect that tne order of the President
A number of houses on Sullivan'sIsland
000, will be resisted. The deceased is said
are now placed at $1,690,000.The work assist In a material advance.
is being complied with in good faith.,,. were blown away. The New Brighton
to have bled the accidentinsurance com____ Resolutionsrecognizingthe valuable
of repairsis rapidly progressing.Three
The Waterloo, Decorah and Wisconsin Hotel had over a hundred guests, aud great
panies handsomely during the last fifteen
pilotboats hailing from Beaufort, S. C., work done by the United States Coast SurRaitwav Company has been incorporated, fears were entertained for their safety. At
years.
. A* furniture factory in
Sixty-first
vey,
and
deprecating
the
judgment
of
such
were wrecked in the hurricane, fourteen
9 o'clock this morning the storm reached
street.New York, was destroyed by tire,
'
work by other than
scientificmen, were, with a capital stock of $10,000,000.The
lives being lost.
line will extend from Waterloo, Iowa, via its greatest velocity. At that hour, while
cansing a loss of over $100,1.00, and throwafter some debate, unanimouslyadopted by
The investigationinto the defalcationin
ing abont two hundred men out of employthe Associationfor the Advancement of Decorah to La Crosse, Wis ____ It is stated the hotel people were* at breakfast, the Cament. One fireman was killed and one se- the State Auditor’s office at Richmond, Va., Science, in session at Ann Arbor.
that Sullivan and McCaffrey, the pugilists, sino fell with a great crash. Fortunately,
riouslyinjured by falling walls ____ Foreign by W. R. Smith, one of the clerks,shows
have arranged for a contest with bare fists all the rooms in that building had been va-.
A special from Upper Saranac Lake, for $5,000 a side, to take place near Cin- cated. There were grave apprehensions
insurance companies doing business in
New Hampshire threaten to withdrawfrom the amount to have been $141,000. Over New York, says:
cinnati ...The census of Dakota shows a that the dining-roomand mam building
$100,000 of the amount has been recovwould soon succumb to the violence of the
that State on account of a law passed by
President Cleveland'sparty has broken camp population of over 400,000.
storm. At 9 o’clock the wind changed from
the late Legislature,which they regard as ered, and Smith is in jail under sentence and returned to the .Prospect House, much to
Officers
of
the
Bankers
and
Merdelight of the few remaining summer boardthe southeast and the storm increased from
inimical to their interests ____ Ex- United of two years in the penitentiarywaiting the the
ers.
The
President
is
looking
remarkably
well.
chants’
Telegraph
Company
state
that
they
decision of a motion for a new trial.
the sonthwest. When the Casino fell it is
States Senator Edgar S. Cowan died at his
He is much tanned by exposure to sun and
wind during h s camp life. Every day, with have filed a suit against tho Western Union thought that the maximum of the storm
home in Green sbnrg, Pa.
a guide, he goes out on the lake fishing,and reCompany for $2,000,000 damages for the was from sixty- five to seventy miles an
turns at night with a big catch of bass and
hour. The maiu building of the hotel is
trout. During the long evenings the President cutting of their wires when the American
A puling made by the First Comptroller plays whist with Dr. Ward and any other two Rapid property was transferred ____ The re- intact, having stood the storm without very
the guests of the hotel who happen to be mains of 219 persons who had died of serious damage. At 1 o’clock it was enFreeman S. Cargan and wife were, of the Treasury is to the effect that the of
players. This gives an idea of the every-day
tirely over. The loss to the New Brighton
nine years ago, in Saginaw County, Michi- employment of twenty-fourpersons borne life of Mr. Cleveland In the mountains, and small-pox were buried in a certain cemewhen he gets back to W'ashington,which will tery at Montreal, last week, but only 100 will be $30,000. There has been very gengan, sentenced to life terms in the Jackson on the pay-roll of the Court of Commis- probably be not before the middle of Heptemdeaths from the disease were officiallyre- eral destruction of property on the is'and.
and Ionia prisons respectively, for the mur- sioners of Alabama Claims is without au- ber. he will be well prepared for the work ported ____ During the twelve months ended The island was in the main submerged, but
der of Charles Smith. They were convict- thorityof law. Among the individualswho that awaits him. All rumors «f his ill Jol
nly 31 the imports of merchandise into when tho wind changed the waters receded.
health are laughed at by the I'resied on the testimony of Smith's widow, will be deprived of a sinecure under this dent and stormed at by
In the vicinity of Savannah, Gn., the
the United States were valued at $')71,439,#was herself condemned to ten ruling is Mr. Walker Blaine.
storm was very severe. At Tybee a dwelling
his appearance justifies all that Variety is lent
219, and the exports at $733,378,429.
years’ imprisonmentns an accessory.Jnst
A Washington dispatch announces the to the hotel life by the visitors who come In
The Current Publishing Company, of house was blown down, but no one was infrom the woods and shake hands with the
before her death, which occurred recently arrival in that city of A. M. Keiley, recentPresident Sportsmen wonder at his declara- Chicago, has made an assignment. The jured. The Caroline Chalmers went ashore
in the Detroit Hopse of Correction, Mrs.
on the knoll inside of Tybee, and the bark
ly appointed Minister to Austria. When tion that he would not give a cent to shoot all
Smith confessed that her testimony against
the deer in tho Adirondacks, and fishermen periodical will be continued without inter- N. Mosher on the north beach, half a mile
the Cargans was a pure inveutiou. Mrs. asked by a reporter if Mr. Keiley had a lmire him because he says that he came to ruption.
south of Tybee light.
fish and carries out the programme so thorCargan’s sentence has been commuted, and made a report to the State Departiueut,
At Mayport, Fla., the AtlanticHouse
At
Winterstown,
Pa., J. H. Fulton, a
oughly. Many of the latter who know how
it is expected that her husband will soon Secretary Bayard said: “No; Mr. Keiley
was blown down, and Mrs. Gilbert Hunter
much a pocket -flatUt can do to make things
well-known
resident,
attempted
to
prevent
receive a pardon ____ Policeman Fred Gall. has no report to make. He has not been pleasant when rain falls or fish will not bite
severely injured. All the gnestfi of the
of Springfield.111., is dead, being the third recalled. He is still United States Minister will want to know whether the President sticks the Rev. J. F. Schultz from preaching a %house, about thirty women and children,
to the good old habit ot carrying a swallow
to Austria. His return from Europe is envictim of the recent tragedy in that city.
with him. AH that conld be learned was from Grant memorial sermon. Upon the Gen- were exposed for hours to the furious,
tirely on his own motion. We have not
a guide. He said that once, in crossing a eral’s name being mentioned Fulton be- driving wind and rain. News from FernauThe Cincinnati Price Current says: The
asked him to come back her-'. The Govern- “carry," the Presidentcalled out, "Doc. are von
dina shows great damage done to buildings,
total number of hogs packed in the West
ment since making the appointment has sure you’ve got tho bottle?"and smiled and came incensed, and, when the minister boats, and shipping, and the guests at the
looked
happier
when
the
Doctor
winked.
That
failed
to
notice
the
interruption,
Fulton
last week was 70,000, against 120,000 for been entirely passive in the matter. Mr.
guide was snowy-haired,and tco old to be unsprang into the pulpit and knocked the Strathmore House, on the beach, yere
the correspondingweek last year. From Keiley’sposition as United States Minister truthful.
preacher down. Order was restored driven into town for refuge. No lives were
March 1 to date the total is 3,435.000,com- to Austria remains unaltered.” “And the
The time allowed by the President in and the sermon continued ____ In a suit lost there.
pared with 2,945,000a year ago. The move- United States •Government remains pa sbrought by Alfred A. Cohen, of San
ment of hogs since March 1 at the more sive?" “Entirely passive. ’’ “And you have his proclamationfor tho settlersupon the
THE ALABAMA CLAIMS.
Francisco, against Winslow, Lanier & Co.,
Crow
Creek
lands
in
Dakota
to
vacate
exnot
arranged
to
replace
Mr.
Keiley
by
any
important points is summarized as follows:
bankers,
of
New
York,
to set aside a sale
Chicago, 1,840,000; Kansas City, 585,(100; other man to represent this Government at pired more than a month ago, but no steps
made by them to him of $200,003 of first A Baling That Will Embarrass the Coart
Milwaukee. 150,000; Indianapolis,138,000; Vienna?" “We have not thought of such have been taken by tho Governmenttowot Commissioners for Some Time.
mortgage West Shore bonds, on tho ground
St Louis, 133,000; Cedar Rapids, 136,000; a thing. The matter remains unchanged
rWasblngton telegram.]
of
fraudulent
representations,Judge Van
ard
the
forcible
removal
of
the
settlers.
since Mr. Keiley received his appointClevelSnd, 102,000; Cincinnati,74,000.
.
The First Comptroller of the Treasury
Commissioner
Atkins
has,
however,
told Vorst has overruledthe defendants’ dement"
Daniel
N.
Lockwood,
of
Buffalo,
A giganticscheme for the counterfeitingof
murrer, holding that the plaintiff has shown to-day made a ruling that is likely to emBrazilian treasury notes in this country has who made the speeches nominating Mr. Agent Gassman at Crow Creek, Dak., to at
a good cause of action in equity ____ Tom barrass tho Court of Commissioners of
been unearthed by Government detectives. Cleveland for Mayor. Governor,and Pres- once carry out the eviction order, using
Davis, otherwiseknown as William War- Alabama Claims for some time to come. It
military
force
if
necessary
____
The
total
Lucius White, the supposed prime mover, ident, is mentioned in connectionwith the
value of merchandise exports from the ren, a New York sporting man, was shot is in effect that the employment of twentyis in jail at St. Louis, and severalalleged Austrian Mission.
United States during twelve months ended and killed in his office by James F. Hol- four persons borne on the rolls of the
confederateshave been arrested at other
An interestingpoint in connectionwith
July
31, 1885, was $733,378,429. aud of land, a Texan. It is supposed that the court is entirelywithout warrant of law,
points. They are supposed to have allies the naturalizationlaw has just been setimports
during the same period $571,439,- tragedy grew out of transactionsin mining and that no payments can legally be made
in Brazil who were to put the bogus money
tled
by the Secretary of the Interioriu 215, a decrease of $8,863,588 in the former stocks between the two men. Holland is from the Treasury on their account in the
in circulation.
future. Mr. Andrew H. Allen, disbursing
disposingof the case of Ross vs. Poole. and of $94,403,072 in the latter as com- in custody.
Ip the Wabash Railroad Company will
agent of the court, recentlymade requisiRoss made a pre-emption filing while an pared with the preceding twelve months.
tions on the Secretary of the Treasury for
agree to reinstate the Knights of Labor dis....The
total
number
of
immigrants
who
alien, supposingthat the declarationof the
There is nothing that helps a man
charged June 16 lost it is said the strikers intention of his father, who had not been arrived at the seven principal ports of the in his conduct through life more than $9,000 to meet the current expenses of the
court. In the nsnal course of business the
will cease all efforts to make trouble along naturalized,was sufficient to Qualify him as United States during July was 28,304, and a knowledge of bis own characteristic
requisitiouscame before the First Compthe line. .. .Butler, Peters & Co.’s saw- a pre-emptorupon attaining his majority. for July, 1884, the number. was 32,772 ____ weaknesses,which, guarded against, troller, and he decided to make an investiOver
220
deaths
from
small-pox
occurred
Before
he
.discovered
his
error
and
filed
mill at Tallman, Mich., was destroyed by
become his strength .
gation of the affairs of the court before
fire, together with a largo amount of lum- again for the tract. Poole made homestead at Montreal daring the week. In Ontario
authorizing the issue of the necessary warid five freightcars. The loss is '$30,- entry npon it The Secretary held that there are now only seventeen cases ____
ber and
rants. His conclusions are summarized in
Over
four
hundred
Hungarian
and
Polish
the removal of the disqualificationcame
THE MARKETS.
000, with insurance of $30,000.
the following statement, prepared by him
miners left Hazelton, Pa., for the NorthAt an early hour in the morning City too late to invalidatethe intervening rights
for publication:
NEW YORK.
west
of Poole.
The Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Beeves. ..........................
$5.60 & 6.50
Marshal Evans and PoundmasterMcNott
Claims was created in 1874, to hear proof of
It is thought there will be a great shakHogs. ........ .....
6.00 @5.50
were found, one dying and the other dead,
claims to be paid ot^ of the $15,000,000awarded
Wheat— No. l White. .............90 & .92
ing up of the Senate and House employes
was continued
• No. 2 Red .............. 93 @ .9316 by che Geneva Commission, and was
lying in the main street of the Town of
Na2 .......................
& .56 by various acts until Deo. si, 1877. It was conGeneva, Kane County, 111. It is not known when Congress meets, and many who have
The Marquis of Hartington delivered Corn—
stituted of five Judges, with an annual salary of
OATH-White. ..................... 37 @ .42
whether they killed each other or were been filling easy berths will, figuratively an address atRosendale,England, in which PoBK-Mess ............. ....... 10.50 @11.00 $6,000 each, a clerk at $8,000,a stenographer at
speaking,
walk
out
of
town.
$2,500,and an attorney to representthe United
killed by burglars,though the latter
CHICAGO. ..
he urged the extensionof local self-govBm-ES— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.75 @6.22 Btates at $8,000. Provisionwas also mads for
theory has most acceptance. Each man
Good Shipping........ 6.00 @5.50
ernment so that Parliament might be enshot through
breast.,,.
Common ............... A00 @ 4.60
abled to give its attention,solely to imOwing to disappointment in a love affair, a
which was to be
_______________
Hogs ...... ..................... 4.25 @ s.oo
perial
legislation.
“No
party,"
he
said,
lodgments were paid. Th$ court was reorgansou of Gen. O. O. Howard shot himself in
Flour—
Fancy
Red Winter Ex.. 5.00 @6.25
Saratoga special: The latest sensation
ized In 1882, with the same officers and salaries
Prime to Choice Spring. 3.75 @4.25
the breast in the Yellowstone Park, mflict- in political rumors here, and one that en- “would ever concede Mr. Parnell's deas before, except that the number of Judge*
mands, the ultimate result of which would Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............79 @ .so
was reduced to three. The . Comptroller,in
gages the attentionof almost all the visiting be to force the British members, irre- Corn— No. 2 ...................... .44 @ .45
nd that outside of tho
Oats— No. 2 .................... .25 @ .23J6 Investigating the case, fonnd
statesmen, is that PostmasterH. G. Pear- spective of politics, to combine to keep the Rye— No. 2 .....
above-namedofficialsthere were on the pay60 J@ .57
rolls
the
names
of
assistant
counsel for 1 __
. .Report has it that word
son, of New York, is about to be promoted empire intact
Barley— No. 2...^, ...............
68 @ .70
Louis, has made an assignment.
United States, clerk to said counsel, experts,
to
a
place
in
President Cleveland’s Cab- has been sent to the Sultan of Egypt that BurrER-CholceCreamery ....... 18 @ ;2i
clerks to experts, messengers,watchmen, eto..
About five thousand people witnessed a
Fine Dairy .............. •
inet, vice 'Colonel W, F. Vilas, who is to England is willingto evacuate that country
whose aggregate salaries amounted to at
....
toon!
sparring-match between Sullivan and Mc- be sent to Austria fts Minister. The quid- if Turkey will agiee to maintain order Chee -e— Foil Cream, new ........ 08 @ .09
$34,600 pef year. ’HfffltofWtftnHYBrvafMrLight Skimmed .........03 @ .04
ly returns that there has* been said to other asCaffrey at Chester Park, Cincinnati.Six nuncs further declare that the President therein, and that, while England reco^ EooSf-FreBb .................
.M @ .13
sistant counsel ovri’lLwO for
quarter endPotatoe-— New, per brl .........UJ 0 Mo
rounds were fought, when the refereegave intends to put a Brooklyn Democrat in the nizes the rights of pther powers, she
ing December
31, 1884,
.....
. 14, and about $7,ouo
$7, ouo for tho
......... .... &76 0 9.25
not permit any but Turkey to undertake Pork— Mess.
New York Postoffice.
quarter
ending
March
81, 1885, besides other alMILWAUKEE.
t decision in favor of Sullivan, on the
.80 @ .80^ leged illegal payments. He says bo finds no
Conrad B.< Day, of Philadelphia, was military occupation of : the country.'... Wheat-No. 1 .....
ground that he had made the greaternumlaw authorizingsaid payments, ana after cou.44 @ «45
Eight persons were killed and twelve Corn— No. 2. .....
nting with the Acting Secretary ofthe Treasber of “points." McCaffrey not having nominated for Treasurer of State by the wounded in n collision at Almeria- in An- Oats— No. 2 ....................... 25 @ ..20
ury and with the Solicitorof the Treasury,ho
RYE—
No. 1 ........................ M ® .57
been knocked out, and being anxious to Pennsylvania Democratsat Harrisburg. dalusia, Spain,
Sp;
between the militaryand
has decided to stop all future payments of tho
8.75 @9.25
continue the contest, was hailed by the The speeches and resolutionswere severely a mob. The riot grew out of the wholo- PORK-MCM ..................
•• ••
__
TOLEDO.
spectators as virtuallythe winner:’. . .At denunciatoryof the deal between Vander- sale exodus of wealthy citieenson account Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 85 @ .87
Geneva, 111., the funeral of the murdered bilt and the Pennsylvania Railroad Com- of the cholera, and the oonseauent loss of Corn— No. 2. ..... ....... ........ 44 @ .46
EXPLORING ALASKA.
officers,Grant and McXett was attended pany.- The plaUtora indorses the admin- employment of the laboring classes, . .AcLduia- •* 69 •” Progress Made by the Party Under Charge
by a vast concourse of the people. There istrations of President Cleveland and Gov- cording to a statement attributedto a memWheXt-No. 2 Red ............ ... .89 @ .90
have been no further developments in the ernor Pottisonj‘ favors a revisionof the ber of Lord Salisbury'sministry, Sir Henry
of Lieut. Stoney-A New Volcano.
iTm4I2| ......................
................t,fl *07
case, and the identity of the mur-* tariff,and condemns stinrptdniylegislation. Drummond Wolff, the special British en- OATS-Mixed
23 /l
@ 'oi
.24
[San Frandsek dWpatchn
PORK-Mees. ..................... 9.60 @10.00
derers remains a profound mystery..,.A
Lieut. Purcell, who went ’with Lieut
to . the Porte, is authorized
The
Iowa State Republican Convention
CINCINNATI.
spec al dispatch from Tucson. An., conStoney to Alaska to elplore the Great Putdeclare to
Sultan that WheAt^No. 2 Red.....; .....
.89 @ .90
firms the story of the probable fatal wound- assembled at Des Moines and nominated England will evacuateEgypt if Turkey Corn— No. 2 ................
.47 @ .48)* nam River, returned here yesterday on the
Oats— Mixed: ...........
.*4 @ .26
ing of Geronimo. the renegade Apache the following State ticket: For Governor, win engage to maintain order therein.
whaling tender Thomas Pope. Purcell
.
.69* reports that before proceeding up the river
chief. ...The removal of cattle from the the Hon, W7 M. Larrabee,of Fayette A rumor is current in several European Rye-No. 2 ........................
60 @10.00
•Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservationsis in County: Lieutenant Governor,. Capt, James capitals to the effect that Prince Bismark's PoBKf-Mess...................
the party visitedthe newly fonnd Bogoslar
DETROIT..
active pr< gress, in accordancewith the or- A. T. Hull, of Polk CouiUyj, Judge of the recent seizure of the Caroline islands was FLOU|I..'....,....i...V».U..
volcano. They noticed little change in it,
...... 4 -5.50 @6.00
ders of Present Cleveland ____ The re- Supreme Court, the Hou. Joseph M. only thd first step In a programme having WHKAT-Nal White ...... ....... .M,0 .90
except less smoke and a Band-spit was
ports from the Northwestare that the wheat Beck, present incumbent; super- for its ultimate object the annexation of Corn— No. x ..... .........A ..... .#4-@ .48
forming to the westward of it; July 8
OATS-No,
2 White ...... ... a.. .. .26 : *.17
crop wilUall far short of expectations. In intendent. , of . .Public Instruction, Cuba by Germany, with the concufrence of
Pork— Meia .............. ..........10.25 @10.75 Stoney reached Hotham Inlet, into which
some sections it wttl be almost a failure.
the Putnam River empties. He intended
the Washington
igton Government. ...Many
. .Many '1
'
Indianapolis.
m.-i ft. .’i'ixfTilttJifA/ s Jr L Ih'Ji
.
to ascend the rivorag fog as his large steamRussian capitalists,fearing t\ie resuft ^AT^So^Red! ......... ... **86 @ 6'b8
launch would ttnyhim and then go into
iving one
the war preparations
iS § iS
wintof Quarters. The. partf wpuld then
vote aud (he rebel soldier bamng two;"
divide up, mto sledging partiesf^r the purAs a passenger, train on the »tcjipz denouncesPresideu^levelandfor the cherpose of exptoriDg Northern -Alaska aw soon
railroad was. crossing Bayou Pierre, | acterof h s diplomatic appointments; opon reopens. ^He intended to
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MICHIGAN IN CONGBES8.

of bunko.’

Secretory of the State Electoral College.
187« he was elected Mayor of. Jackson,
Thomau WetherellPalmer was born in being tho only Bepnblican successful at
the city of Detroit. Jann»ry 25, 1830. He the election. He was re-elected in 1877.
remained there until the age of twelve, His administration was marked by thorwhen he entered Mr. ThompeonVAcademy oughness, economy, and prompt meeting
at St Clair. He afterward spent a venr of the obligationsof the municipality.In
1878 he was appointed by Gov. Croswell os
and a half at the University at Ann
Hm eyesight failing, he, with five others, a member of his staff, with tho rank of
left for a voyage to Spain in the fall of Colonel and Aid-de-Camp. He was elected
Senator Palmer.

llie Most Dlsastroos Flood in Thirty

Tears Tlsito Canton and

A Mohammedin Chieftain in Central An Aged PhiladelphianBeaten Out
Africa Waeing a Religious
$9,5d0 at Atlantic City, N. J., by

War.

Vicinity.

a- Sharper.

1

[Atlantic City (N. J.) special.

Entire Villages Engulfed, and Over His Followers Sweeping Everything Be-

of

Michigan to Washington.He served as

In

Charles Field, Sr., who is over 85 yean
of age, and who has been in business in 1848. He landed at Cadiz, and for two to tho Forty-ninthCongress in November,
fore Them— An Imitator of the
Ten Thousand People Lose
Philadelphiafor over fifty years, was vic- months trave’ed on loot through the 18Hi, receiving 20,438 votes to 10,210 for
Last King of Assyria.
Their Homes.
timized ont of $9,50U by a brace of bunko country, visiting the Alhambra at Granada | Henry F. Pennington, Fusionist, and 2,531
men in Atlantic City. 1 Mr. Field has spent and other points. He then took ship for for Michael J. Fanning, Prohibitionist. At
much of his time hero during August, and $pulb Arinerica, landing at l}iq Janeiro in this electionMr. O’Donnellcarriedthe city
[Washington dispatch.)
[Washington telegram.]
is a familiar figure. In the afternoon he 1840. After remaining three months in of Jackson by nearly 800 plurality,while
Details of the destruction in Canton,
Secretary of State Bayard is in receipt of
took a stroll after dinner, and met a young South America,ho returned home via New tho Fusion ticket generally had over
300
0
•Chino, and vicinity by the recent great
rain-stormthere have, been received by a dispatch from Sierra Leone, West Africa, man of good address, who, after a Orleans, spending two months in the plurality. The Third District was one of
private persons in this city. The flood was giving accounts of the provementsof an courteous hand-shaking,stated that he was Southern States. In 1850 he went to Wis- the most hotly contested in the State, but
the most serions which has visitedCanton army of 100,000 men in the interior of an old friend of the Philadelphian, alleg- consin, and spent one year ns agent of a Mr, O’Donnellwas sucoemiful and led the
ing that he had been a clerk in the Penn
electoral ticket. Mr. O'Donnellhas been
in thirty years. More than 10,000 persons
Africa. The dispatch is dated July 14 National Bank, and since his resignation transportation company on tho river. In the editor and proprietor of the Jackson
lost their lives, and a far greater number
![)ailyCWiren since 1854, and is also enare starving." Entire villages were engulfed, last and was sent by United States Consul had been abroad; He had brought several
fine pictures from Europe, which he would
gaged in the manufacture of paper, and
and the rice and silk crops in the vicinity Lewis. Mr. Lewis says:
be nleased to have Mr. Field inspect. Mr.
were almost ruined. The price of rice bos
“I have the honor <0 bring to the notice
been raised eighteen per cent, in conse- of the Department of State the fact of an Field, having nothing else to do, went
quence of the loss of the crop. Bain fell extraordinary movement among the Mo- with the young man, who entertained him
STATE ITEMS.
the latter pjirt of June, filling and over- hammedans of the Nigritian regions,ex- with stories of the siuhts he saw across the
water. They were kindly received by a
flowing many of the rivers.. The streets of tending from Timbuctoo to the West Coast
•—The Michigan Central employs 230
ptqni woman, and wore ushered into the
Canton were flooded for over a week. At
men in all the departments.
office—
the
art
emporium,
as
his
friend
Sez Ni City the water broke through the
called it. Hete he was introducedto a
city wall. It is reported that several thou—Edwin Prichard, a prominent logging
sand people were drowned in that place. idea that he was called of God to wage a game played on ft board with numbers on
jobber of Lake City, was shot and instantThe embankments of the river were broken war for the suppressionof paganism and it, and with a spinning arrow, presumably
ly killed by Thomas Goodrow.
in numerous places, and the water swept for the opening of the roads to the coast, n sweat-board. Two other gentlemenwere
across the surroundingcountry, carrying which in certain districtshave been for introduced, and they played the little game,
—Borneo young men are preparingto
‘ la was
each winning over $100. Mr. Fielt
everything before it.
generations subjected to excessive blackdefend
their country in the hour of need
A foreigner,who was an eye-witness of mail and to the plunderingof 'vagabond invited to join them, and ho lost over $100,
by
organizing
a military company.
but
continued
to
play.
During
the
progress
the scenes of devastation,reports that ono tribes. During the last five years he has
of
the
game
the
young
men
kept
Mr.
Field
night the boat he occupied anchored near a collected an army consisting of foot and
Abner Meeker, of Millbrook, the oldbamboo Move. By morning the water hid horse of about 100,000. Mohammedan interestedby talking over the affairs of the
est
citizen of Mecosta County, is dead,
risen to the tops of the bamboos. At other youth, wherever he goes, flock to his bank and its earnings and investments. After
aged
100 years 2 months and 2 days.
playing
some
time
the
bunko
men
coolly
points it rose as high ns forty feet during standard, anxious not only to secure the
the night time. The inhabitants fled from reward in the hereafter .promised to those Risked the old gentleman for his check
—An Ann Arbor printer's devil, Willie
the villages and camped on the hillsides. who fight for their religion, but to carry off for $9,500, drawn to himself; ns the collat1851 ho went into the mercantilebnfiness Jamieson, a(fed eleven years, set eight
eral
for
a
grand
prize
he
had
drawn
on
the
.At Mamn, a market place, situated near an the rich spoils which these expeditions that
sweat-board. Thinkiuig that the bunko at Appleton, Wis., where he was burned thousand ems of type in eight consecutive
embankment of one of the streams con- battle for the faith are sure to win.
man was really an old friend he told him to out and financially ruined. Beturning to hours, one day recently.
nected with the river which brings water
“It is said that Samndu’s army is dividDetroit in 1853, he engaged in the realfrom the north and west rivers, the majority ed into three portions. One is operating fill out the check and he would sign it, estate bnsinesa. In 1855 he
he embarked in
—Big Bapids expects to have all the
of the inhabitants were drowned by the near the headwatersof the Niger. This which he did. The check was on the Penn- the lumber trade, whiob, with the pursylvania
National
B.ink,
where
Mr.
Field
water
she wants from a well which, at 100
water breaking through the embankment. portion recentlydrove certain French troops
has been a depositor for over fifty years. chase and sale of pine lands, has been his feet deep, from an inch pipe, flows at the
Some escaped to a piece of rising ground from
m the gold regions of Boossn, of which
vocation since.
in the neighborhood,but ihe water con- they had taken possession,. Boossa is a On leaving Mr. Field the bunko steerer
Mr. Palmer was married to Miss Lizzie rate of 1,000 gallons per day.
took
the
first train for Philadelphia, pretinued to rise and gradually overtopped large town, the capital of a province of the
. daughterof Charles P. Merrill, in
—George L. Alexander has been elected
the elevation, drown
those who same name west of Soudan, on an island in sented the check at tho bank, and, after be- 1855. He has been an active member of
ing
identified,
received
the
money.
stood upon it. Seventeen Chinese grad- the Niger, about latitude 10 deg. 14 min.
School
Examiner for Boscommon County
the Bepnblicanparty since the date of its
uates in Canton, hearing of the distress and north, longitude 5 deg. 20 min. east, and
organization.He was nominated by ac- for three years, W. Johnson for two years,
sufferingprevalent in their native villages, at one time had a populationof 20,000
THE NEW EXPOSITION.
clamation for State Senator in 1878, and and Frank Converse for one year.
took passages on a b ant with a view to pro- souls. Here Mungo Park met his death.
elected by a handsome majority. Tho
•ceedinghome to render what assistance Samudu’s followers are now besieging The North, Central, and South Amorican Legislatureof 1883, after a protracted
—Tourists were so thick atPetoskey, one
they could. On the way the boat was cap- Bammakkoo,a large town on the Niger, in
Exposition at Now Orleans, Opening Nov. struggle, elected him United States Sen- night recently, that a number of latesized and all who weie in it were drowned. the State of Bamborra, occupied about
10, 1885.
ator, to succeed Hon. Thomas W. Ferry.
comers were compelledto remain in sleepIn some places the parents tied their chil- three years by the French, who have erectNew Orleans correspondence: A mising-cars over night on a side-track.
dren on the high branches of trees, while ed fortifications there.
taken notion prevails that the great ExRepresentative Borrows.
they took measures for the general safety.
position
is
simply
a
reopening
or
contin*
—Brighton Village has guaranteed$10,“Another poition of the army is operatHon. Julius C. Burrows, who represents
The trees were washed up by the roots and
ing in tho regions east of Liberia,and. by nation of the Cotton Centennial Exposition the Fourth* CongressionalDistrict(which 000 to the now railroad, and now the farmthe heartrendingcries of the children were
suppressing the disturbing elements, unfet- of last year. The only thing it has in com- includes Berrien, Cass, Kalamazoo, St.
ers of the surrounding country are being
silenced in the surging water.
tering trade and introducing a knowledge mon with that Exposition is that it will be Joseph and Van Bnren counties),was born
The body
tty of a bride dressed in her bridal
urged to make up the remaining $6,000 reof religion and letters^is in one sense in the same buildings.
at North East, Erie County, Pa., Jan. 9,
robes was found floating in the river at CanOne of its hading objects is to secure
quired ns a bonus.
opening the country for negro immigrants
1837.
When
seventeen
years
of
age
he
ton. A large tub was also seen; it was
of intelligenceand energy from America to closer relations between the three Ameri- taught school and read law. Itt 1859 he
—For the special accommodation of its
picked up and found to contain a boy and a
push out from the African-American
repub- CUB. For tho first time in tho history of came to Michigan and taught for a year or
girl. With them was found a paper, stating
largely
increased Chicago, and Detroit
the
new
world
the
representative
men
from
lic to the healthy and fertile regions of the
their names, 'the day and hour of their
interior. In another sense it is forestall- Minnesota to Chili will come together to
travel (he Michigan Central will add (0 its
birth. The parents had taken this means
ing the whole region for Mohammedanism, get acquainted, to inspectand study the natequipment two new and splendid Wagner
to sitye the lives of their offspring.The
and making it difficult,if, indeed, it is d - ural resources and the products of human
writer adds that the sufferingswhich thoussleeping cars— the Marmion and the
labor and ingenuitygathered together for
sirable, to convert that country to the faith
ands are enduring are heartrending;parents
.
that
purpose
from
the
whole
hemisphere.
imported from America by the immigrants.
replying, with tears in their eyes, to their
The present annual imports of Mexico,
“The third portion of the army is ap— C. I. Brown, of Detroit, traveling
children’srequests for food, that they have
proachingthe coast a few miles northwest Central America, and South America are
none. The people are obliged to use the
agent
for a tobacco honse. deliberately
of Sierra Leone. It has secured the sub- valued at five hundred millions of dollars,
filthiest water, an^ thm,. added to the discrawled under a train, on the Flint and
mission by force or by voluntary surrender and their exports have about tho same
eases whiob Will ensue upon the subsidof aH tho tribes on the way for 500 miles value. The United States take only 35
Pere Marquette Bond at East Saginaw, as
ance of the water will greatly, increase the
p§r cent of these exports, and furnish
_ ________ _____ ______
the cars were starting, and was crushed
horrors of the situation.Meantime, all
“The largest and most important pagan only*16 per cent of the imports. It is bethat is being done by the inhabitants to
to death by the wheels.
lieved that these imports could easily be
abate their misery is the beating of gongs, Idngdpm on thil side of the Niger was doabled,'tond every businessninO Sees the
—Louis Walter, a white barber, 30 years
burning of incense, and howling of pray* Soolima, of which Talaba, a large commer- necessity for an earnest effort to deflect the
cial citv, was the capital For the last sixty
old,
committed suicide at Detroit by shootere to idols.
,hl
greater portion of this vast and increasing
years the Fulah Mohammedans have been
ing himself in the month with a revolver.
trade to our ports. The new Exposition
trving by diplomacy and by arms to subwill be the most important agency in pro
He was a sober, industriousman. He
HE KILLED FIVE PEOPLE.
due this city to the
' faith, but it has always
ducing this result
successfully resisted both diplomat and
leaves a widow. Tbe cause of the suicide
The annual value of our manufacturesis
warrior. Last year Samudu's army in overwas despondency on account of tbe death
Appalling Crimes of One
whelming numbers surrounded it and now six thousandmillions of dollars,and
of his 3-months-oldchild.
we
export
only 2 per cent, of this vast
Lackey, a Farmer of Blanco
ca led upon the king to surrender and proproduct.
Mexico,
Central
America,
and
fess Islam. This he refused to do. The
County, Texas.
—Mrs. Horace Whitney, of Toledo,
South America are naturally our martown was then invested and after a terrible
Ohio, who owns a valuable dairy farm near
kets.
At
the
new
Exposition
the
natsiege of five months the king assem[Austin (Tex.) special.
the MichiganState line, has a valuable herd
bled the royal family and principal ural as well ns the manufactured prod
The quintuple tragedy in Blanco County
nets of this hemispherewill be displayed
of blooded cattle, among which a fatal
chiefs in his powder-houseand informed
is confirmed by a stage- driver who hns just
in stich variety nnd profusion as will more. In 18(il he commencedthe practice
them that he could hold out no longer, as
splenic fever has broken out, and thus far
arrived from that locality. The driver
strongly attract the attention of tho world.
of law in Kalamazoo.In 1862 he went
his resources were exhausted;but having
brought a letter to a gentleman in this city
Each State of our country will present a into the Union army as a Captain in the twelve have died. Dr. Newton, a local
for more than two hundred years belonged
which gives particulars. The letter says:
rich exhibit of its resources and ad- Seventeenth Michigan, Infantry. In 1866 veterinarian, regards tbe disease as nonto the ruling element, he was determined
this
‘There is considerableexcitement in t)
vantages. Visitors frpm Europe, as well he was elected ProsecutingAttorney of contagions.
for himself and family to die rather than
county just now, cansed by a terrible trageas from American countries, wilt gladly
Kalamazoo County, and was re-elected in
come under Mohammedan rule. He gave
dy which occurred in the neighborhood of
—A basin, with a capacity of 3, 000, 0(H
avail themselves of this opportunity of see1868. In 1872 he was elected Bepresentathe chiefs their choice, either to die with
Johnson City, in which five persons were
inu and studying the wonderful collections
tive in the Forty-third Congrees. He was gallons of water, situated northwest of Ann
him or go out of the town and give themkilled outright, three dangerously wounded,
gathered at New Orleans. These collec- renominated but defeated in 1874. Banselves up to the enemy. They decided to
Arbor, is completed, and work will immeand one man is yet missing, who is probtions will not only exhibit the resources of
ning again In 1878, he was elected Bepredie with him. He then set fire to the
ably killed. There had been some bad reAmerican countries,but will show, as they sentativein tho Forty- sixth Congress. He diately begin on a large reservoir located
powder and they were all blown up. This
ports concerning A1 Lackey and his daughhave never been shown before, the marvelon the heights abont a mile from the city.
was re-electedin 1880 to the Forty-seventh
ended the Soolima power, which for more
ter, who is about 13 or 14 years of age.
ous possibilities of the now world. DurCongress,but was again defeated in 1882, Nearly all the streets have been laid with
than seven generations had influenced the
Abont 2 o'clock yesterdayafternoonLaoing the coming fifty years human activity
by George L. Yaple, whom he in turn de- pipe, and everything points to an early use
trade and politics of extensive distriots,
must center largely in these countries,and feated in 1884. by a vote of 18,564, to 18,key, with his rifle in hand, mounted his
and had commanded the principal highof the water-works.
horse and rode to the house of Berry Laothey hfcve already become the study of the
212 for Yaple, Fusionist, and 1,232 for
ways to the coast.
profoundestthinkers and politicalecon- Ahaz N. Alcott, Prohibitionist. Mr. Burkey, his brother. He fired upon the fam—The band and quite a number of citi“Another very important achievement.ofi omists ,of the age. The now Exposition,
ily, instantly killingMrs. ^ Berry Laokey,
rows
has
been
an
active
Bepnblican
camzens met the boys who were arrested for
this army is the destructionof the Hooboo whicU will open November 10, 1885, and
paign orator for many years, and is known
disturbing the Salvation Army at Mason as
close March 81, 1886, furnishes the opporAl. and’
Al,
andF when about
About one hundred
hunSred yards
yarcis power, an irresponsibleorganization,which
far and wide ns an eloquent speaker.
from the house Berry fell and Al ran up to ror thirty years has been a source of an- tunity for that acquaintance between Amerithey were returningfrom Lansing, where
noyance and loss to caravans passing from can countries which can only result in great
Representative O'Donnell.
they had been On trial for the assault,
the interior to the coast, Samudu gave or- advantages*to all
Hon^ James O’Donnell,Representative making the boys feel like heroes. The
ders
to
attack
them
in
their
mountain
iway v
in Congress from the Third District juiy in their- case was only seven minutes
said he saw bis father fall and heard him strongholds, which until then had proved
THE DEMENTED TRAGEDIAN.
(embracing the counties of Barry, Branch,
plead piteously for mercy, but his Unoltf inaccessible to the neighboring forces.
Calhoun,
Eaton and Jackson), was born before deciding that there was no cause for
They
were
surprised,
their
chief,
Abal,
was
Al fired and killed him. Having killed his
Poor John ipcCulloughListlessly Awaiting
in
Norwalk,
Ct, March 25, 1840. He action.
id (lecapitf
decapitated,and his arms and
brother and sister-in-law, Al Lackey hur- captured and
• the Coming of His Fate.
removed with bin parents to Michigan
riedly mounted again and rode to the house legs, severed from the trunk, were sent to
—An express package addressed to Miss
[New York special.]
in 1848, and has resided in Jackson since
of J. O. Stokes, who lived but a short dis- the various countries whose inhabitants
Beports have recently multipliedto the 1849. He did not enjoy early educational Florence E. Beardsley arrived in this city a
tance from the seenr of -the -firstmurder, had suffered from his predatory and mm;
effect that John McCulloughwas rapidly
advantages, but made up this deficiencyby few days ago. It was fonnd (0 contain a
and opened lire, Rillftig)fiwt Mrs. Stokes, derous proceedings. The Hoobooff an
sinkicg'luhis home in the Bloomingdale studyrafttrworking hours. He commenced
pocketbookwith $14 in it, which the lady
then Stokes, and finally their daughter,
asylum, and that his 'death was •but a ques- to learn the printer's trade in 1856, and has
Mrs. Charlie Lackey. ' This made five vicwhose maiden name it bore, and who is
tion of a few months. Df. Nichols* the
ttims. The infuriated monster then
nie'dicaT superintendent of the asylum, was
now married and a resident of Saginaw,
turned and rode home, and fired ihe last murderers, so that an unprotected child or questioned yesterday as to the truth of
Mich., lost in 1876. The contents had not
ball in his rifle into the body of the female may travel in safety all through that tnese reports.“They are about correct,"
been disturbed, even to some of the small
daughter. The girl is still alive, hut can district
said the Doctpr. “As nearly so, at all'
not possibly recover. Turning upon his
"These operations Will not be without a events, as laymen can make reportsthat
coins, which had changed color through
wife, Lackey, with knife in hand, pursued salutary effect
ect upon
American commerce, should be technical Mr. McCullough is
u
mildew. No explanation accompanied the
her across a field,but she saved herself by for there is ini that country an increasing generally paralyzed and quite weak. He
return of the book, which appears to be a
flight He then returned to hts house and demand for Amerioartpioductions.and many will walje a quarter of a mile or sd at a
pure case of conscience.— Bridgeport
drew the knife across his own throat, in- of the articles produced by the people are time with an attendant at hand, but he
flicting a dangerousbut hot necessarilyfa- valuable in American trade. Bnnmdn’s Moves' about like an old man,
(Conn.) Newe. . \
tal wonnd. Just after cutting his own array is now only, a, few miles from.the
throat he satf Tom Burdick riding toward coast northwest of Sierra Leone. It to
—A telegram from Negaunee it vs: "J.
the house, when, inspired with the strength
W. Shadt, agent of the Manganese mine,
of a fiend, he again mounted his horse and
on the outskirtsof this city, told his men
rode toward Burdick. Ae helmet the latter constant wars keep the maritime regions in
yesterdaymorning that their serviceswere
such a state of ferin&htthat often the <&rano longer requited, and that they could go
heArst came, and seems quite contented to
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which physicians say is fatal
The Sheriff1, waraptified and immediately weut'th'/ohi^hSfiyAwhereLackey had
gone, and, in company with two deputies,
placed Laokey
an ambulance ,and
brought him to jail, where he how lies
precarious condition. ^ ,•
\ ijl
With the exception,perhaps, of the arar-
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be here. He looks back sometimes on his
their greatest difficultyis araonffthe oeei* j mg* life and recalls the coming on of fife
tribes and often fall victims to the latter.
disease with much feeling.His case is, of
nrse.Hiibfless, and I never held ont to
s friciidsljlho
sligjtest hope of his rt-
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is

to close

first

his

money,

two

months, Tbe

for

like to see

.they

that

us s private in'the
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and are.

sttsaaax.was*
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the

wonld

the color of

had not been paid for

agent replied that it dis-

he had no money, and

do without for the present

and served his
relaxed when necessary. Sbfar battle of Bull Bt
Mr. Mo-

down

that they

tressed him greatly to make
followed

hi, mails »ith the

-

go, but would

Mr*iraolllouglt1 very regular in his
habits at Bloomingdale, bat follows no

45 years old.

lie was about
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horses to his
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home, as

know

the fact
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FALL AND WINTER
1 8 8 S - 6

For the Fall Trade,

5, ’85.
. ---- .-^a

people of Holland ia tbelr usual

enterprisingand progressive way, have
purchased 43 acres of land on the banks of

Macatawa Bay, ^ mile almost directly
west of their beautiful city, for fair
grounds. The site chosen Is one of those
lovely spots, seldom found In a place no
larger than Holland. The fair grounds

i

.H

BRUSSE

.

BRO’S

always carry a full supply of

WARRANTED
\

which they

sell at

reasonable prices.

have received a •lock of

Trimmings,

Cloths and

Oar preparations for

s large Fall

and Winter

large
ws

trade have been on a very

scale. The balance of our Summer stock his been slsughteredin order to
proper are a dead level, though to within
which, although not the largeat.lawithont doubt
room for our New Fall Goods. Our purchases have been very heavy, and
about 35 rods of the bay a gradual descent
the duett and beat aelccted Hue of gooda
ever ehown In thla cltj.
bought the bulk of our enttre Fall Stock direct from Manufacturers,(thereby
of a few rods, bring* you on another level

we

We

make
as

&re

i

VIllJfinflfG
*A*a*»*vv

saving v MW'4

plane or table land,

From

grounds proper,

fair

range seats

It

the edge of the

is designed to ar-

at this point,

the display of cattle, etc.,

board fence 7

A

few days

floral

in

a

WORSTEDS,
In

already been

feet high, has

around the entire grounds, and

built

Corkscrew and Diagonal

can be seen

by the short as well as the tall people.

Pants Patterns
whlca will compare with anything to be found In

ed up plain but with good roofs. The
track Is now being clayed, and in a few

the large cities, while the

always be found

to

Fine diagonal cloth

FIRST-CLASS.

their

new

prices.

that the

Plains

/

wish for the suc-

to

our knowledge

driven

many

of

not

No

ex-

point
of

growers will do

all in their

m.

Our

as

Third Reformed Church,

line of Children’s

.

With honest and fair dealing be hopes to retain
I old enstomers of the store and obtain many
new ones.

We

Fine Velvet Shawls, .....

'

All

Church—

D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m., and
2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Morning, services conductedby Theol.
Student D. Scbolten. Afternoon, a preparatory sermon.

“ “ “
“ “ “

0.

Give me a
R

Blanket Shawls. .................................. $1.00, $1.25, and
;

7-

last year’s prices

Holland, Mich
$1

Come One and

cots,

THE BEST

—

at

be seen to be

BIG!

—

latest styles and novelties in

appreciated. We

most

baldness,and restoresyouthful cofor and
freshnessof appearance to beads already
white with age. The following are a few
illustrations of what la done by

attractive

French, English, German,

call particularattention to the

HALL’S
Yegetabla Sicilian

yard.

HAIR
RENEWER^
Mu. HmrsnmxT,
FrxmkUm Jwj

following

BARGAINS:

Fifty pieces of extra fine heavy French all
55 cents per

wool Cashmere,40

844

Brooklyn, N. Y, after a smra attack of Err•Ipdas to the head, found her hair-already
gray— failing off ao rapidly that she noon became
quite bald. One bottle ofHAU’s Haib Ksbrought It beck ae soft, brown and
thick aa when sbe was a girt

wswu

inches wide, at

This quality of Cashmere has never before been sold for less than

J9" Mb. Kbiuno, an old farmer, near Wartaw, fad., bad ecaroehrany hair left, and what
Little there wae of It bad become nearly white.
One bottleof Hall's Haib Bbbnwib stopped
Its failing out, and gave him a thick, InxnHant
bead of hair, a* brown and freeh as he ever had*

75 cents per yard.

Three cases

G. Van Patten

Hair restorativeIn the world b Hall’s
Hair Rbnxwkjl It cures all dlaeasea of

Brocades,atd Combination Suitings in great variety. Black and Colored Cash-

which must

m.

&

Sons.

of the celebrated

colors for 23 cents per

Two

Jamestown Dress Goods in

yard. These goods are warranted not

to

all the latest Fall

shrink or cockle.

cases of 24-inch Satin Berber at 23 cents per yard ; worth 30 cents.

«•

Mbs. A. T. Wall, Orttn/Uld, ChttMrt,
: "I bars found the greatest ben.
the nee of Ball’s Hub Rnnnwbb, it
baring restored my hair, which wae rapUy fail-

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Twenty-four inch Union Cashmere, 10 cents. Double width, Union Cashmere,
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 8:45. Subjects:Morning, We have just received a fnll line and a complete 12^ cents.
stock of
“Imputeth righteousness without works.”
Also a great variety of Combination suitings from 25 cents per yard up to the
Afternoon,“Thy will be done on earth as
GOODS,
finest made.
it is in Heaven.” Evening, missionary

Jfnff.,writes
eflt from

ing off, end returned Its original so lor."

«“

Dr. Emil Snip, Detroit,Mich., certifies
that “Hall’s Haib Rnnnwbb Is excellentfor
hair growing, and glret back the natural color
*o faded and gray hair."

DRY

DRESS GOODS,
FLANNELS,
REPELLENTS,

prayermeeting.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-vices at 9:80 a. m., 2.-00 and 7 p. m.
•Prof. G. Boers, ot Grand Rapids, will

*

MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10-^0 a. m.,
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
•Subjects:Morning, ^Unacceptableprayer.”
Evening, “Christianity viewed from two
standoints.’’

09* Mbs. 8. S. Elliott, OUntUU, W. Fa.,
: “One bottle of Hall’s Haib Rnnnwbb
testored my hair to its natural, youthful color.’*
says

Blankets and Comfortables.

No Ininiions substances enter into the
composition of Hall’s Hair Bxnkwer,
and it Is not a dye. Its vegetable ingredients render it In the highestdegree beneficial to the scalp as a preventive of disease. Its effects are natural and lasting,
and It does not make the hair dry and
brashy, like the so-called restoratives compounded with alcohol

UNDERWEAR,

^preach.

HOSIERY,

‘

Grey Blankets, $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50, Last year’s price for the same, $2.00,
$2 50, and $8.50. White blankets, full size, as low as $1.50, which

JERSEYS,

YARNS,
and

a fnll stock

HATS, aid a

have a new stock of

were sold

fnll

line of

last

year for $2.50. Fine White Blankets at $2.50, 8.00, and 8.50. Former price $3.50, 4.50,

and 5.00. Extra large size blankets, super quality, $5.00 and 6.00. Sold

of

DOMESTICS.

Ayer’s Sarsaparillawill cure your Ca- We
tarrh, and do away with that sickening

last year'for

from 90 cents upwards. Ladles'
of all kinds, 25 per cent less than

$7.00 and 8.00. Bed comfortablesin great variety
Cloths, Cssslmeresfor Men’s wear, and Flannels

Buckingham’s Dye
VOR the

last year.

WHISKERS

FUR CAPS.

odor of the breatb.

Is, In four respects, superiorto all others.
lit— It will produce a rich, nAtaral
color, brown or black, as desired.
2d— The color to produced Is permanent,
cannot be wished oft and will not soil anything with which It comes In contact
8d— It is a single preparstion.and more

Ladies', Gents' and Children's Underwear.

Very RemarkableRecovery.
We

Mr. Geo. V. Willing, of Manchester,
Mich. , writes : “My wife has been almost

also keep at all times a completeline of

FRESH GROCERIES.

helpless for five years, so helpless that she

used two bottlesof Electric Bitters, and is

In this department we defy competitionhaving bought our entire stock from
the manufacturers. We offes unusual inducements In White and Colored Merino, and
all

could not turn over in bed alone. She

G.

VAN PUTTEN &

Holland, Sept. 4,

much improved, that she is able now to
do her own work.” Electric Bitters will
do ail that is claimed for them. Hun-

ifiSY

meres, Satin Berbers, Ottomans, French Flannels, and numerons other styles, just out

1885.

Fall Opening

July *},

.50.

and Home manufacture,at lower' prices than ever before known. Camera Hair, Tri-

yates a kahe
Holland, Mlclu, September 4,

containingall the

In the city,

All.

.

Cal.1,
E. WK REMAN.

.......... $8, sold last year for $5.

This department is, withont a single exception, the largest and

p.

Rev.

.................................
8,

There Is a lel-pli.in** In 'he s’ -re. and all orders
given throughit will be promptlyattended to.

DEESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

ELEGANT BOOK

the choir. Weekly praise

Third Reformed

.

and better grades at $7, $8, and $10, 30 per cent below

Wool

TO EVERY PURCHASES oft SCHOOL BOOK.

Members; Sacramentaladdress. Subject: Evening, “How to spend Sabbath

All are welcome.

......... $3, last year’s price, $5.

Children's Shoulder Shawls, all wool, 50 cents,..*. ................... $4, $5, and $6.

of

and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30

a^ood Beaver Shawl, all wool, for

Extra Heavy Beaver Shawls, ...............................
5,

Decorated Book Cover,

Pastor. Morning, Communion; Reception

m.

will sell you

of

charge.

, A beautiful

and an

by

Goods will be del.veied to

Paisley, Persian and Woolen Shawls at very low prices.

EVER OPENED IN HOLLAND.

the pulpit.

melodies

Flour and Feed,

and Misses’ Cloaks embraces all the newest styles in the

and Papers, Fine All Wool (double) Blanket Shawls, .........

at 7:30. Rev. N. M. Steffens will occupy

hours, Congregational singing. Gospel

Crockery,

any part of the cry free

Inks,

Thursday,

7

The undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman. on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will hereafter conduct the business. He has a large stock of

We have all sizes and can fit any child from three years up. Our prices start
low as $2. Misses’ New Markets a specialty.We have these id elegant styles, at

Still finer

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m;, and :80 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker .lones,

last year for $50.

This department is stocked with a complete assortment of Velvet, Beaver.

Pens,

Sunday School

on

styles proportionately cheap.

SHAWL DEPARTMENT.

Sponges,

Services for

3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the

Cheap Cash Store!

market.

Slates,
Pencils,

To-morrow.
p.

new

last year’s price, $7.

School Books,

First Reformed Church, services at
9:30 a. m., and 2

,

aud Glassware,

The largeststock of

uted in this vicinity. —Flmnetfte Ditpatch.

ItMu with tha

23-3m

$4, $5, $6, and $7, which prices are fully 25 per cent less than last year.

make our western fair a success. The
.premium list is now in the hands of the
printer,and when printed will be distrib-

Chmroh

1885.

$15, which are 50 per cent below last year’s

School Opening!

15 miles
power to

HP.

phoenTI

Quality, and elaborate’y trimmed.

BRUSSE BROS.

from here, and we hope the farmers and
fruit

RANTERS A SONS.

R.

Holland, Mich., July

CHILDREN’S AND MISSES’ CLOAKS.

cuse of this charactercan be made of the

road to Holland,.* distance

always in stock. All plumbing warranted.

16S8 tlllll 12

Silk garments in a variety of styles at extraordinaryLow Prices.

READY FOR

our farmers

there, claiming that it does

to drive stock to that

Sprinklers, Fountains, Jets, Etc.

10

Fine grade Plush Sacques for $25, aud $30, which sold last year for $35 and $40

jlOLI^I
uan^JIlch., September 4, 1885,

entremelybad roads through Pine

have

away from
pay

come

Astrakhan,7.50,Mer8()l(l

Hose Reels,

Indestructible Hose,
7

will do well to examine our stock before going out
of town to buy the same goods at fancy prices.

cess and prosperity of our own county fair
at Allegan, it has

black and

Extra Fine Seal Plush Sacques, $35, which sold

enterprise which will be im-

door. While we

need of a fine suit for

in

BUSINESS OR DRESS PURPOSES,

ducts, right here, as we might say, almost
at their

sp&ras,

f6

5,

Black Diagonal Russian Circulars,(corset waists,) for $5,

homes, and

portant to them in the display of their pro

eke lawk

cannot do or supply.

Good quality Silk Plush Sacques, $20. Last year’s price. $30.
Anyone

way encourage the development

in every

of this

near

in

Better grades of Russian Circulars and other

should seriously investigatethe .matter
fair so

mu

” " "
brown, 7, “ “ 0

Newmarkets,

A variety of styles id Extra Fine
New Markets at |9, $10, $12, hod

be

this is complete^, no fair grounds

having a

BARBER SHOPS,

stocked with all th*e latest designs in New Markets, Circulars, and
Sacques in Plusk, Silk, Ottoman and Diagonal Cloth.
We offer a good-fitting Nemarhet, heavy, for $4, last year’s price

the northern and western part of our coun-

of

HOTELS,

less than last fall.

which we keep on hand ail modern fixtures.
close-fitting There Is nothing In the line of plumbingthat we

main
will

ty,

DWELLINGS,

OUR CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

Beautiful Newmarkets, trimmed with

thoroughfaresto the very entrance,and

a

which we guaranteetully 25 per cent

Splendid quality Newmarkets

days will be finished.The corporation

can boast of having as good
road. The farmers and fruit growers in

prices,

Is

Fancy and Fashionable

season receive only a partial finish, board-

in the state

make water connectionsfor

for

owing to the shortness of time, will this

when

few

the latest weavea and colors are kept in Block,
together with a choice assortment of

will be put up, substantial in frame, but

intend to clay or gravel one of the

to

and other business buildings.Also for

a

hall and other buildings

sad ar« prepared

by any house In the trade.

where during
it

our patrons, (hit we cannot be undersold by
As Dry Goods of eyery description are lower than ever
before known in the history of the Dry Goods Trade, and in order to warn people
against paying high prices for goods carried over from last year, we will simply quote
the Jobber’s profit,) we can safely assure

and immediately at

the water’s edge is another descent of
about three feet.

GOODS,

SONS,

1885.

man

and the

Beat Grades. Onr stock of

Woolen

wool Camel’s Hair, and Scarlet underwear. We can

smallest child in

Low Grades, Medium Grades, and

Hosiery and Gloves la the largest and cheapest

fit

the largest

convenient of applicationthan any other
hair or whisker dye.
4th— It contains no deleterioustngredtents^M^do many preparations offered

In the city. ^

so

PREPARED BY

Tin? IIATTV

;

dreds of testimonials attest their great curative powers. Only fifty cents a bottle by

H. Walsh.

“DEMOCRAT’’
i I,

i

For bilious fevers and malarialdisorders, use Ayer's

_

Ague Cure. Taken

ac- Tli Lulitg

cordion to directions,its success is guar^
antetd. v
^

_

Serious Results,

Ode

or two doses of Dr. Bchouten’s

bottle or three bottlesfor

fl.00.

Imptys in Wsta Xuligu,

contains

It

the Associated

Press dispatches, and arrives
Com-

pound Syrup of Rhubarb checks in most
cases; dlarboe* and the serious results ol
summer complaints.Why run risks, when
one bottle of this famous remedy furnishes leilef? Sold by all dealers and can
be obtained of Dr. R. A. Schouten,Cor.
of Wenham avenue and Division street,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Fries, 85 cents a
27 tf

B. P. HALL * OO, Means*, 5. H.
Never did we have sneh a Large Stock !
Bold by all Daalen in Medidnea.
Never could we offer Goods at tnoh Low Prices!
All we ask is an Inspection of onr Stock
before making yonr Fall Purchases. "FACTS TO BE REMEMBERED.''

f.

w,

Wilms.

in Holland several hours In

advance of Detroit and
cago

Chi-

Dalhe9^__

Sent by mail at 50 otnts per
month. Foreale by
B. P.

HIGGINS, Newsdealer.

muoD

PLUG

TOBACCO.
Is

the

DEBT CHEW, tbs GREATEST SELLER,

and more ated than any other Ping

The Strictly One Price Dry Goods | Carpet Honse.

Comer of Canal and Bronson

Streets,

AN

D^nS^ER^WK LLS GIVES
j

ISFACTION, aid

tr

the dttte.

GOOD* SAT-

not a box of li Is ever returned.

NIMROD leTBP OdOlOR OF THE CHKWBB;
never ekeke ob rbe dealer'* haiidi* This Cannot
be said of any ode.* brand of Tobacco. For eels
by all Jobbers end taullen.

$ CP.,
PETERSBURG, V

S. W. VENABLE
tl-ly

A.

rm:£p

U-'f

m.

i

lr;

I

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Lilt of

ofM

Tiuhtn LegtUy Authored to

issoh fi the Pihi'o Sihovis

FIRST GRADE.— Good for Three Yean from
of Subsoriptio*.
Date of lasue.
fl.60 per year if paid in advance; $1 75 if
DATN OF CEB. IHUID.
paid at three monthe. and $2.00 if
1. Cora M Goodeuow ............ November 1, 1884
paid at rix monthe.
8- CE Kelly .........................
April 10, 1884
8. Eugene Leland, .................. March S3, 1883
Rates of advertising made known on application. 4. Sarah Smith, ........ .......... August 29, 1883
Yearly advertisers nave the privilege of three 6. G W Shears, ..........
November1, 1684
changes.*
6. Elsie Taylor, ...................
August 20, 1883
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three 7. Daniel C Wacha, ............... August 29. 1883

Terms

NANI.

$9 per annum.
Notices of Births,Marriages,and Deaths published without charge for snbscrlbers.
*y All advertising bills collectableQuarterl
lines,

THIS

P

APERj^TfeT ffi&SS

8ICOND GRADE.— Good lor Two Yean

Oommon

Oonnoll.

'

•:

..............

-w™

...

R.1T.MERELL,

tt
<S

-—dealer
State Board ol Educationand have filed copies of
their certificates
with the Secretary of the County

board af school examiner*:J W Cupple*. Chss
French, Albert Lahuls, Ettle Lee,- A VL Taylor,
James Warnock.
It has not been found necessary by the County
Board of School Examiners to suspend or revoke
sny certificates during the school year Just ended.

e .

ALBERT LABUI8.

Secretaryof Vie Vountv Board of School Eeamiiers.

in

—

GRANITE AND MARBLE
Purify the

MONUMENTS,

Sound Refreshing Sleep. '

BaoUu’i Arnica Salve.
The best stive in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever

NAMN.

.

DAT! OF CNR. ISSUED.
1. Peter Bont ................. August 7, 1884
2. Alice Bsnham .................August 7, 1884
8. Mattie Chappell ............... .Augaaiw,
August 29, 1884
loot Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblaim,
4. Milan Coburn ...........
.August 29, 1884 Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive5. Daniel H Decan .......
ly cures Pile*, or no pay required. It is
6. CbaeJ Dewitt .....
or
7. Henrietta Edgar .................
April 10, 1884 guarsnteedto give perfect satisfaction,
8. OhaaH Frances .............. March 18,1885 money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
9. Anna French ................ November 1, 1884
For tale by H. Walsh, Holland, and
10. Jessie Gray ..........
April 10, 1964
De Kruit, Zeeland. Mich.

••KSSISg

lets,

All kinds of Building

Ik,

Burdock Blood
Bitters
VOB
That Tired Weary Feeling.

Work

tick Headache.

made

to order.

Goiij-l

have been subject to Sick
Headache for year*, and havt tried, in
vain, many Advertised remediesand leveral physicians, butaUtonppurpose.At
last I tried your a B. Bittm- without
much faith, I admit-bui today I can

A

.

Bolulxd, Mich., September 1, 1866.

The Common Council met in regular seaslon 18. AllceEHagorr ............ Octeber4
Meats Hill .....................
March 28,
and waa called to order by the Mayor.
Chas Knoolhnlzen .............. .April 10,
Members present: Mayor Kanters. Aldermen
Mary
Lorimer ....... ........... April 10,
Rose, Ter Vree, Burgess, Kanters, Do Roo and the
!?: Emma B Llllla .................
April 10,
Clerk.

1884
1885
1884
1884
1884
Julia Lawton ....................
April 10, 1884
Minutesof the last meeting were read and ap-' 1*. C C Lillie ....................August 29| 1884
proved.
20. Areola Mclitau ................. Much 48, 1884
Aid. Bangs and . Bertsch apoeared during the
h 1ltrIon .......... November 1, 1884
22. Ella H McGrath ............... August 29, 1884
reading of the mlnntes and took their seats,
21. Jennie E Osborne ............. August 29, 1884
r nmois isd Accounts.
24. Elisabeth Prulm ................ March 28, 1884
Mr. Jacob Flleman petitioned the council for 25. ¥ A Parker. ................November 1, 1884
the privilegeto let remain a covered platform over 28. Andrew C Porter ............ November 1, 1884
the sidewalk in front of his new building on River 27. LeonaidReus ...................
April 8, 1884
street, said platform being finished except floor 28. Hannah Roost .............. November 1, 1884
and roof.- Petition not granted.
29. Lizzie Shore ................. March 28, 1884
Mr. B. Wynhoff, petitioned for permission to 30. Peter Stegenga ................ April 10, 1884
pUce a sign board above and across the sidewalk.
-Petition not granted,by yeas and nays as fol- S:
lows: Yeas: Ter Vree, Kanters. Nays: Rose, 33. Christina Ten Have ......... November 1, 1884
34. Della Wild ......................
March 28, 1834
Burgess, Bangs, De Roo and Bertsch.
35. Carrie Zoph ....................
March 28, 1884
Mr. W. W. Noble, cltv lamplighter, petitioned
36.
Arthur Eylstra ................... April 10, 1884
that, as the number of lamps to bo lighted were
being graduallyincreased and the salary being THIRD GRADE.— Good for One Year from Date
very low, the salary be raised two dol'ars per
of Issue.
lighting.—Granted.
NAME.
DATE OF CER. ISSUED.
The following bills were presented for payment:
Burt Al verson ....................
October4, 1884
John De Vries, 188 yards of gravel for streets. Anna H Becker ...................October 4, 1884
$15.12:J. Plulm,8 hours labor on streets, $1.00;E. Flon Btown ...................November 1,1884
Ver Schure, filing saws for Street Commissioner Ethel Brock .........................
March 13, 1885
Mcts.; R. E. Workman, lumber,$19.89: P. H. Me GertrudeBosworth .................. March 18, 1885
Bride, salary as City Attorney, $12.50; C. Ver Nellie E. Bosworth ................March 13, 1885
Schure, salary as City Treasurer, $22.92; Edw. Lilian Blgsby .....................March 13, 1885
Vaupell,salaryas City Marshal,$88.88;Geo. H. Howard Brotherton ................March 28, 1885
Slpp, aalanr as City Clerk, $33.83; Heber Walsh Anna Brown ........................
March 28, 1885
for committee on Soldiers home various bills inW M Bowser ......................
do
curred in discharge of their duties, $87.34; Yates Jennie Burnes .......................do
A Kane, 76 books for city library, $99. 94 .-Allowed Anna Benjamin ....................
do
and warrants ordered issued on the City Treasurer Madge W Ball .....................
do
for the several amounts.
Mary Babbitt .......................
August 14, 1885
Emma Braca .......................
August 14, 1885
REPORTS or STANDING COMMITTEES.
Thomas Cnlllgan..................October4, 1884
The Committee on Ways and Means gave notice
Ben Corwin .........................
March 18, 1885
that at the next regular meeting of the Common
Henry W Corwin ...................
do
Council they would introducean ordinancemakBarney N Chamberlain ..............do
Ing the genem! appropriation blU for the City of
Mrs Emma Cawthorne .............. March 28, 1885
Holland for the fiscal year A. D. 1885.-Accepted.
.

Cemetery Work

A Card.
To all who are suffering from the errors
and Indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak
ness, earlv decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
will send a recipe that will cure you,

FREE OF CHARGE.

This great remedy

I

of all kinds neatly execated.

truly say, that

Hannah

Clark

...................... do

the

sued on the City’ Treasurer for the amount.

Lillie

The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
semi-monthly report of the Director of the Poor
and said committee,recommending $18.00. for the
support of the Poor for the two weeks ending
September 16th, 1885, and fhaving
----extended ttemporary aid to the amount off $8.0U.— Approved and
warrants ordered Issued on the City Treasurerfor
the several amounts.

...

The Committeeon Fire Department reported
recommendingthe sale of Eagle hand fire Engine
at a not less sum than one hundred and fifty dollars, also that a hydrant be placed accordingto
the petitionof ProtectionHose Co. for cleaning
hose, also reported having investigated the change
of the Bose Tower of Eagle Co. No. l,and wiil
have the same changed at a cost not exceeding
twenty dollars.-Adopted.

8

Cole

All

Work Warranted

to

give Satisfaction.

__

commenced the use
MRS. B. C. BOOLE,

since he

MERELL,

R. N.De

Holumd,

IMPORTANT.

Mich.. Ang.

City, save
Baggage,Expresiage, and Carriage hire and stop E. B. BEST,
at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Central Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of one million
dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
best. Horse car, stages,and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live better for less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
flrst-clasa hotel in the
16-ly

85.

1885.

J0-lr

k

D.,

B.

;

. .

.

...

city.

hose.

By Aid.

jjKSgr

*

DeRoo-

Buotvei, That the motion be amended by striking out that part of the resolution regardingthe
test of the hose.— Amendment lost.

The originalmotion was not adopted a majority
of all the aldermen elect not concurringtherein
'by yeas and nsya as follows:

........ October 4,

....November 1,1884
....... October4,
Lorens K Rogers ..........
March 18.
C W Richards ........... .> ...... March SB. ll
Robertson ........
....... do
Rankens.: .........
April M, 1886
. PRobiaaon.....: ........ ...August 14,1865
Channcy C Stile* ............... .October 4, 1884
Edgar U Stiles ......................
do
_____

__

-

-r,.

.....

1

.-Adopted

^

be admittedaider theaeme teetof pressure as the

concnrr/ng

Cornelia Van Toll...
Arte Vaa Woarkom

iWSu:

do
do
April 24, 1886

do
1685
1885
........ August 14,1816

::jfSh!,

cated at

a

Grand

,

8IPP, VUv Clsrk.

* 4-

£i§§iN
*

drug

well-kept

store.

TURTLE,

Director.

Micb.

BEST & LANDAAL,
Holland, Mich., August

FOR LAME BACK. Side or chest use Sbiloh’a
Porus Plaster. Price 25 cents.

26,

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

sold by us on a guarantee.It cures consumption.
For sale at Yates A Kane.

CATARRH CURED, health and tweet breath
secured by Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
cents. Nasal Injectorfree. For sale by Yates A
Kane.

all dealers in

medicines.

PLUMBING
in

connection with the Hoilsnd City Water Works,
we are ready to make

ESTIMATES

Protsct your Children.

The season is upon us when children eepecitlly are attacked by summer complaints and malignantdiarrhoea often with
ratal reaulte. The most effecieot and recognized remedy for this is Dr. Schouten's
Compound Byrup of Rhubarb. Bold by
27-tf

Kane.

. We have just received a large new stock
of Boots and Shoes and Slipjters for
spring and summer trade. The Htock is

complete and embraces the latest styles of
Ladies’ and Genta’ Shoes, which are sold
at reasonable prices. We sell

1888.

THAT HACKING COUGH

M

tarrh, Kidney and

Tubercular Consul
mptlon, and
produced by

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Regenerative Medicine

ms&m
For ah diseases earned by the vitiation of
the blood. It U ocmeentrated to the high-

for all parties devt.Ugthe

same.

est practicabledegree, far beyond any
other preparation for which like affects
are claimed,

Will

fit

thereforethe cheapest,

la

as well as the best blood purifyingmedicine, In the world.

Hot and Cold Water
and put in

BATH TUBS, WA4H STANDS,
All

Ayer's Sarsaparilla, j

!

Etc.

Ayr A

Co., Lowell,

Mai

[Analytical Chemists.]

kinds or

Cisterns and Drive Wells

Give ns a call.
VAN LANDEGEND A KERKUOF,
Holland, Mich., June

19,

1885.

'PURCWHI1

Z.KA31

For Sale.
A house and barn and fractionallot on the corner of Sixth and Cedar streets, will he so;d at a
bargain. For particularsenquire of JACOB LOKKER, oral the Nawa office.
Hollavd, Mich., Aug. 24.
80-4t

IE

LINSEED/

.0113%

"

Six bottles for $5.

pul in and repaired.

7-ly

can be so quickly

Dr. J. C.

Sold by all Druggists: Pries |1;

$eui gidmttetmettts.

Notice to Teachers*
The following Kbednit of time* and |l«ce* for
holding pablic examination*of teat-ber* ha* been
arranged by tbe Ottawa County Board of ocbool
Examiner* for the fall of 1883:

“

Friday,

August 14,

11

at Grand Hauen;

28, at Holland,

11

Sept. 25,

“

October So, at Grand Hauen,

at

Coopersullle;

(Regular.)
All appllcanta for lat or 2nd grade certificate!
will preaae appear at the regular examination.
Oct. 80. An allowance will hereafter be made on
the avarage staodlnf of applicants for attendance
at teacher*'tnitltntes.
By order of Ottawa Coonty Board of Bcbool Examiners,

ALBERT LAHUlS.&c'v.

1885.

Z

Otto Breyman

island,Mich.. July

E.

dealer In-

10,

1885.

24-15t

HEROLD,

has just received a large stock of the latesi
style* of Ladies’ and Gentlemen's

Jewelry, Watches,

BOOTS & SHOES

DIAMONDS,
Silnmn, Pitta, ud
Silver

and

np residences tor

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dy*pepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh’s Vltalizer Is guaranteed to
cure you. For sale by Yatea A Katie.

Gp;o and

powerfuland alwaue nitoNs

the only

blood-purifyingmedicine. Itissoeffectual an alterative that It eradicatesfrom
the system Hereditary Scrofula, and
the kindred poisons of contagiousdiseases
and mercury. At the same time It enriches and vitalises the blood, restoring
healthful action to the vital organa and
rejuvenating the entire system. This great

cured by hhlloh's Care. We guaranteeit.

-

vari-

or fatal maladies,are

Absolute Cure

WA1ER PIPES

8PRIET8MA & SON,
19,

I

BABSIFARILLA SS tn

patting in

Fargo's Boot* aad Fine Ladioa Shoot.
- L.

Eczema, Cutaneous Eruptions, Tu-

PRBPAHSD BY

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Holland, March

earlier symptomatic developments are

physiciansconstantly prssertbo AYU’S
for

SHILOH'S VITALIZBRIa what you need for
Constipation. Lofs of Appstlte, Dizzinessand all
»ymj>toms of Dyspepala. Price 10 and 76 cents
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Core. Fur sale
by Yates A
- u

can only be cured by a thorough purUcfr
tion of the blood. If this Is neglected,
the disease perpetuates Us taint through
generation after generation.Among its

Je

1885. 80-ly

SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is

I

be

see us.

29 8ms.

ible by
terriblecough. Shlloh’a Cure is the remedy for
you.

could

wiser now, and knows that

ons other dai

a compePrescriptionsaccurately compounded
tent Board of teachers. Fall term begins
by a competent prescrlptionist,at any
Sept. 10th. Send for circular and cats time during the day or night. Come and
I.

it

%khig’itouch. The world is

u

tinue Rhftiiinatliffli

a

struction Id all branches under

' OWEN

to Scrofula

la. Carbuncles, Erysipelas,
Purulent Ulcers, Nervous and Physical Collapse,etc. If allnwed to eon.

CIGARS,
and everythingpertaining to

vantages of a first-class music school. In-

among which

Pm M,

are tbe celebrated

GROYERHiHD SEWED

Watches at Sea-

sonable Prices.

SHOKS.

The largestassortmentof

Z>IA.h&OtfD

RZTTOS

ever displayed in this city.

I

also

keep on hand a large assortmentof

SPECTACLES
All the

Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.
im preparedto do npUrlef >id en
graving promptly and in the heal manner

„

Bouind, Mich.,

mm

Having just secured the services of a
competent and capable shoemaker, es-

ST.

LOUIS

manufactures the
largest quantityof White Lead of
any city in the WORLD; and its
genuine brands;

pecial attention will be paid to

GUSTOM WORK.

"Collier Company/1

I

«v.

:

Rapids, offers all the ad-

cured by

mors, Bo

TOILET ARTICLES,

The Michigan Conservatoryof Music lo-

name formerly given

SCROFULA
flrst-

PERFUMERIES,

To Stodents of Music!

t^u'Siw'oSdi6

Da Roo

GKO.

and

PATENT MEDICINES

PULL LINE OP GOLD PENS.

' Hoyt Taylor ......................no

MM

full

DRUGS,

IMPORTANT

the

because of a superstitionthat

Proprietor!,

class line of

and a

KloreTaayer....... .
Retoivedi That the Council purchase 250 feat Donna Taylor .........
Carletoa hoes, 250 feet Bindley hose and 200 feet
Baker Fabric hose, of the stae given and accord-

«

UNM,

We have now on hand a

Pbebe SpanMlng ....................
March 28,

swifeE

Was

.

Yeas: R&se, Bangs and Kanters; Nays: Ter
Vree, Bargees. De Roo and Bertsch.
By Aid. Bertsch—
Minnie bneden ..........
.’.MarchIS, 1835
Besotted, That the council do now adjourn, John R Strabbiag ..................do
March »,1885
which said rsaolation waa not adopted a majority Nettle Stark ........................
of all the aldermen not concurringthereiuby Mattie J Serov. ...................do
Jranle Snowdln ..................... do
yeas and nays as follows:
Anna B Spencer ....................April 84, 1885
Yeaa: Tar Vree, Bargees and Bertsch; Nays:
Rose,> Bangs, Kan
Kanters and De Roo.
By Aid.
t the council takes recess often
Besotted,
ofoif, Thatt

KING’S EVIL
t

SPSI &

......

Carletoo

B.B.H

LiNDAAL

DRUG STORE!

.

COMMUNICATIONS FBOX CITY OrYIClBS.
The City Marshal reported having collectedthe
followingmoneys and the receipt of the City
October 4, 1884
Treasurer for the same, to wit: For Upping water Elia Hastings .......................
do
m*in» $«iW' for water rent $48.45.-Accepted
and Frankie M Hagon ...................
Ida Harronn .........................
do
ordered placed on file.
Laura Howe ............ ........ November 1, 1884
The Cltv Treasurerreportedfor the month of Walter A Hnrlbut ................. March 3, 1886
August 1885, also reportedhaving refunded pro Blia Hotter
. ................. March 28, 1885
rau such moneys, as-were belongingto “Tenth Lucy C fl arris .....................
d©
Street Special Street AseesementbistrictFund,” LouW Hopkins ..................do
to the tax payers having paid their assessmenton
Mary haan .........................April 24, 1885
the grading work of said street district,with reMary Hartley .........................
April 24. 1885
ceipt* for said moneys.— Filed.
John Hnizenga .................. August 14, 1885
The fltreet Commissioner reported for the mouth Gerrlt Hekhms ................... do
of August 1886.— Filed.
Dora M Harvey .................
do
do
The Clerk of the Board of Health reported a va- Ella Bastings .....................
cancy In the membershipof said board, caused Edith Hale ......................do
Loin Ingraham .....................
August 14, 1886
by the removalfrom the city of D. M. Gee.-?iU d
Emma/ean ........................
March IS, 1886
The following bills having been approvedby the IdaJadaon ..........................
April 24, 1885
Board of Water Commissioners were certifiedto MaaRJonea. ...............
August 14, 1885
the Common Council for payment :
Miss C A Keniston .................
October4, 1884
P. Winter, salary for running the pumping mag«“jf KavY. .....................
November 1, 1864
chinery of the Water Works for the month of Mrs OK Kelly ................. ...March 18,1885
do
August, $88.33: F. O Nye, amount paid for paint- Lanra Krotz ......................
smpkeauck, $10.95.-Allowedand warrants Adrian J Knight ................. do
ordered Issued on the City Treasurerfor the sev- Jennie Kamperman ..........
do
eral amounts.
Retta Kenyon ...................... do
Anguat 14, 1885
The Board of Water Commissioners presented A B Klise .........................
a draft for an ordinanceto protect fire hydrants Lanra Lillie ...................... March 38, 1»5
Annie
L
Leary
..................
November
1, 1864
and water gates asking the Common Council that
October4, 1884
the same be passed.— Placed on the speci-l order Frank Lake ........................
Emma N Loomis ................ November1, 1884
lor the next regular meeting of the CoAmou CounMrs N J Leggett .................Novembe 1, 1884
cil.
Nettle Lowing .......................
March S, 1885
MOTIONSANDiniSOLtmONS.
Katie Ufln ....................
March 28. 1885
By Aid. Ter Vree—
Jane Leonard ........................do
< Betoiad, That the City Clerk be and is hereby Sara Leonard ....................... do
April 24, 1885
instructed to order two street lamps from the Jennie Lormer .............
Geo Markham ......................
October4 1884
Peninsular Gas Light Co.-Adopted.
Thos Morphy ....................
Novomber 1, 1884
By Aid. Kanters—
Thomas McGrath ...................
March 28, 1886
Buotved.That Dr. O. E. Yates be and is hereby Emma McCarthy .................. do
appointed a member of the Board of Healtluof the Minnie McCarthy ................... do
City of Holland, to fill the vacancy caused by the Anna McGrath .......................do
Anna Maateraon.'....................
do
removalfrom the city of D. M. Gse.-Adopted.
N McWilliams......................April 24, 1886
By Aid. Ter Vree—
Addle McWilliams................. do
Bttolved, That in the opinion of this council it Nettie McWilliams ..................
do
would be for the best Interest of the city to have Ida Miaener .......................
do
the stone wall between Mr. R. Kanterslot and the Warren Mills ........................do
City Ball lot on Eighth streetextended throughto Geo N Markham ..... ............... do
the Mr line of add lots, provided Mr. Kanters Vivra Martin .....................
August 14, 1885
will pay one half of the expense of extendingthe Retta E Merritt ..................
do
same.— Adopted.
Byron ANellli ..................October 4, 1884
By Aid. De Koo—
B G Norcross ...................
November1, 1884
Adda 8 Nichols .....................
March 28, 1886
Besotted, That the wall matter be referred to the
Marcia C Nichols ...............
do
committee on Public Buildingsand Property.—
W R Nichols ......................do
Adopted.
Bella Noble .......................
do
By Aid. Bang*—
J W Nichota ....................
do
Anna
M
Osborne
....................
March
18,
1886
Bttolved, That a recess of ten mlnntesbe taken.
—Adopted.
May O’Brien ...........
March 28, 1885
Helen Oaaewaarde .................
August 14, 1885
After Recess.
J K Finney ........................
October 4, 1884
On motion of Aid. Bangs—
Henry Poppen ......................
do
Hattie tParish .....................March 28. 1885
Betolttd,That the conncllpurchase 250 feet name
Carleton Hose, 250 feet Bindley hose sad 200 feet
........ do
Baker Fabric boee, of the else given and according SJS*
Minnie
do
to the price* and contrsct presented to the coundl
August 4, 1885, but that the Btudley hose be ad- John F Powera...
......... April *4, II
........ March 28,
mitted under the same tost of pressure as the

of

Orange, Luzerne County, Pa.

EAST END

Grand Rapids,

£

i

crandsoQ waipermanentfy curedof BiAnuness and £dc
Headache,which wen ao severe as to
causa convulsions. They have all ceased
cured by

When you visit or leave New York

........................do

Mrs Kate Chittlck...................
April 21, 1885
Etta A Cole ........................April 24, 1885
Kate A Cameron ..................August 14, 1885
Jacob DeVriea .....................
March 18. 1886
May Dlnnock ......... .............March », 1885
lUggio Doyle... ...................
April 24, 1885
Alice Elmondorph ............... Novembsr 1, 1884
IdaElten..... ..................August 14, 1885
Mary R Fennell .................. October4, 1884
Henry L Farrell ......................
March 13, 1885
OF Freeland.......................
March 28, 1885
Charlotte M Fritz ....................
April 24, J885
Zenas W George ...............November 1, 1884
James A Gibbs .................
do
Jennie Gsckaley ........ ........ do
5.N ?uHd;; ........................
March 28, 1985
Minnie Golden ...................do
Ella Gordon .....................
do
May Goodonow ...................
do

my mauas:
it Mr little

it to all

was discovered by a missionaryin Houtb
America. 8end a self-addressed envelope
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New York City.
26-ly

logue.

SS’te1::::.::::::::;:.::;::

not

I have

afffc:."r.v-v?!S!l8;18l

The Committee on Claims and Accounts to Walter N Clark .................... do
whom was referred the lumber bUI of R. E. Werk- Clara A Clark...... .................do
Pbebe A Clark ....................
do
bUUtlT 277’ A?“m"nd—
of -Blld
Adopted and a warrant ordered
le- Katie A Connell .................... do

Blood.

went

from

Dxte of Xante.

.....

[omcuL.]

Whitseii ................ ..April 24,1886

«K*r::;.v

County.
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W. H. ROGERS, Editor and Publisher.
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"Southern Company"
"St Louis L. & O. Co., Red Seal,"
are always perfectly pure, *nd
known and used everywhere.
Consumers of White Lead should
insist upon having the above

sisss*

Repairing promptly and neatly

done
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Cain with a mark upon my brow during a century of woe. Throwing mytbo kind of man for you .and mo
Be faces the world unflinchingly
self upon my couch, I hid my face in
And amilos, as long as the wrong resists,
my.pitlow, trying to shut out the look
With a knuckledfaith and force-likofists
of her dying eyes. Not until day
•Be lives thd life he la Msaching of,
And lovrs where moBtis the need of lovo;
broke did I fall in a tortured sleep,
Bio voice fa clear to the deal man's cars,
awakening:
from wliioh toward midday
And his fate subllmo through tho blind man’s
with a start 1 tried to persuade myself
teuro;
Tho light shines out where the clouds were dim
that the event of the night was nothAnd tho widow’sprayer goes up for him ;
ing but a dream. -Brit there in the
And the sick min sees the sun once more,
And out o’er tho barren fields he sees
drawer, where I had locked them on
ftoringing blossomsand waving trees, >
going out, were the gold pieces, a silent
Ineitng, as only thpdyiiig ttay,
but eloquent reminder of my misforThat (tort's own Btrvaiitbos come that way,
Smoothing tho rath gs It <11111 winds on
tune. Seizing the purse with feverish
Through the golden gat* where hla' loved have
fingers, I set out for a long tramp in
gone.
tho environs of the city, determined to
Tho kind of a man for mo nrdyou, »
bury the accursed thing out of my
Bowen r little of worth wo do,
sight forever. In a remote spot on a
He credits full, mid ttfldqtimtrnnt
That tiino will teach us how much i£ just
solitary hillside I made its grave, wishHo walks abroad ahd ho moots fill kinds
ing that I too might rest beneath the
Of quarrelaumoand uneasy minds,
sod. As I walked home, hunger and
And, Bympattiiaing, he shares th^jiain
Of the d( utita that rack us, hcirft and brain,
b
thirst oyejrpowewd pie. .1 gave bay
And knowing this as ,we graatrpiB
lahand,
listbif of copper to a woiian whoAvas
*We arc sfirefy eomiing td undc'Wtand
undorsta
Ho looks on with pifitylrig
milking her cow, receiving in re•

and nnsuspeoted.
caped us.” V

Our

l

;

Some years later I went one evening
to the opera. Looking up at the array
of beauties above mo I saw her. Never
to lib forgotten was the exceedingly

ta

The Cave Temple of Karll.

patient has os-

The temple cava of Karli is an flluatration of the fearful lapse of the
ethnio faiths of pagan India. The
monks of Albania and other regions
between the Adriatic and the iEgean
sea, dug out many a cell iu the early
days, and honey-combed vast regions,
where they spent their lives, and were
laid away when the long monotony was

strange feeling, says the same explorer,
'that on turning over a large block we
found the pot of manna engraved on
its face, and remembered the words
T am that bread of life. Your fathers
did eat manna in the wilderness and
:

are dead.' ”
white skin, with the large, dark eyes
Apart from their associations,the
and hair of raven blackness.She wore
mins
themselvesare not particularly
a robe of white, with row after row of
striking. They cover an area of about
priceleos pearls around hor throat.
over.
“That’s the beautiful Princess L,”
Tho Karli cave temple is very differ- half a mile in length by a quarter in
said a gossip near me. “She has just ent in construction. It is by far the breadth, and consists chiefly of the
returned lo Florence with her husband finest in India. To reach it you take black blocks of basaltic stone which
for the first time since tho tragedy that the train from Bombay* and go nearly formed the walls of the houses. The
so nearly cost her life. Do yon know a hundred miles eastward, on tho gen- traces of the synagogue,however, rethere was a rumor that .she had been eral line to Calcutta.From Khandala main sufficientlyfor the building to be
drugged in some powerful fashion be- to the Karli cave temple we had a ride plannedr -~B«iH-of--w>h»te limestone
fore the murder was attempted ? But the of five miles on horseback. It was not blooks, it must have formed a conspicwhole affair was so hushed up that lit- long before we were compelled to leave uous objeot amid the black basalt by
tle was ever really known about it.”
the carriage road aqd take a path which it was surrounded. It was sevfifty-seven, built
“Strange that no clew was found to through the fields toward the range of enty-five feet
north
and
south,
and
at the sonthern
suggest a motive for the crime,” re- mountains on our left, and by the time
joined his neighbor. “If she, young, we were getting accustomed to the end had three entrances. Many of the
E’en as the Lord sinco paradise—
loving, and beloved, was bo attacked, path we had to leave our horses and columns and capitals have been carried
Eke should wo road, though our sins should turn a draught of the foaming
fluid. This sustained me to reach who is safe? That handsome man in begin climbing in downright earnest. away, bnt enough still remain to conglow
As scarlet,they should bo White as snow!
home again, and iu the street I the back of her box, who is leaning Now, a climb in India, even to see its vey some idea of the general plan and
A feeling still, with a grief half glad
met an old comrade, who, * railing over her shoulder— see, he has just finest temple cave, is not a little thing. aspect of the building. The capitals
That tho bad aro as good as tl}6 good aro bad,
He strikes straight out for the right— and ho
white pith hat, with turban of are of the Corinthian order, and there
mo on my wild looks, invited me to withdrawn into the shadow— is her
Xs the kind of a man for you and mo
husband, I suppose?”
light cloth folded about it, and then a were epistyliawhioh rested upon the
breakfast.
As
I
had
no
dinner
the
—Janet Whitcomb Riley.
“No, tho Princo is the slight,youth- double umbrella of gray cloth,, white columns and probably supported
night before, poor human nature
ful
one, who is talking with the lady in within, seemed to help but little in wooden rafters. There are also remains
urged me to accept, and with tho hot
1HE MILKMAID'S LOVER.
coffee, tho rolls, the fruit and the velvet The other— yes, there he comes keeping off the pressure of the heat on of a heavy cornice and frieze. The exThe milkmaid'syoung, the milkmaid'sfair,
omelet, a semblance of comfort stole forward— is the Count di S, who has a late day of the Indian November. terior was probably decorated with atAnd the milkmaid'sname is Mai3, •
-|>ho can deftly turn a patent chum.
into my heart. While talking with my been so long absent on his travels in When we reached the cool and shaded tached pilasters.— HaZ/a Letter, in
And she’s queen of tho farmer's dairy.
friend an undercurrentof thought the East. They used to say he was a vestibule, and throw ourselvesdown on New York World.
Tho ploughman made loro to the milkmaid fair, about the tragedy kept lapping up suitor for her hand, but apparently the the first broken stones we saw, and
Monkeys at Breakfast.
And tfco maiden his lovo rejected,
looked np into the face of the. colossal
over every other subject, as tho tide fancy is forgotten.”
^Bnt ho did not swear and tear his Loir
An
English
gentleman who lived in
Thero, sitting at her elbow with an stone goddess who sat on an elephant
comes iu that nothing can hold back.
As tho milkmaid fair expected.
India
daring
his early life tells an
Then it occurred to mo to wonder if air of easy confidence— evidentlythe ! of stone, wo were glad enough to rest
“•I’m tarand to heifer in peace or strife,"
The temple walls and every part of amusing story of some pranks played
the brother, finding my mission unac trusted and familiar friend of wife and
Tho maiden hoard him mutter
complished, would not return to re husband— I saw— my enemy and hers. their adorning sculpture are hewn out by monkeys. They were almost as tome
•The queen of the dairy shall bo my wife,
And I won't have any but hor."
of the stone mountain. Were there no and playful as kittens about his home,
monstrate with mo, and to take away Inter Ocean.
statuary of pagan deities,no reminders and says there were a great number of
the
money
1
had
not
earned.
How
*Tm in lovo with tho druggist’s ebrk,’ she
Bridal Charms and Omens.
could I explain to him tho reason of
of an early worship, and were the them. He says
said,
Then pray bo not persistent
“I was married in India, and engaged
my failure and my flight? Yes, surely,
The Romans were very superstitious country any other than India, one
’ THs a pharmacistI’m going to wed
for onr home a house fourteen miles or
he
would
come
to
seek
me,
and
as
an
about
marrying
in
May
and
February.
would
take
this
wonderful
structure
And not a farm assistant.”
honest man it was my duty to face The 14th of May has always been con- for a superb cathedral Not many so from any other habitation of white
him. As to explaining to him, that sidered in England peculiarlyunlucky sericus changes would need to be made men. On the morning of our arrival
was another matter. Only one person for brides. Why, tradition sayeth not. in order to convert it into an English my wife went to change her traveling
The
Heart.
iuthejworldcould have told that my In the Orkney Isles the bride selects minster. The nave is 124 feet long, dress, while the servants laid breakfast
knife was plunged into a living breast, an evening for her wedding when there forty-five feet broad, and forty-six feet on the veranda overlooking the river.
1»Y MRS. BURTON N. HARRISON.
and not a dead one, and she would is a full moon and a flowing tide. In from floor to ceiling. There are aisles At the clatter of the plates there began
One evening a poor physician sat in speak no more. Why harrow her sur- Scotland the last day of the year is on either side of the temple, separated to come down from the big trees that
overshadowedthe house, and up from
liifl room in Florence, wishing that some vivors with the unavailing knowledge considered lucky, and if the moon from tho nave by octagonal pillars.
Christian soul would have pity upon of her brief return to life? After all I chances to be full that night the bride’s Tbe capital of each pillar is crowned the trees that grew in the ravine behind it, and from the house roof itself,
Ilia mengerly filled purse and fall ill had acted without knowledge, and at prospects in life are supposed to be •with two kneeling elephants,on whose
the
instigation
of
the
one
who
loved
brilliant.Sunday is a great favorite backs are seated two figures, represent- from everywhere, a multitude of solemn
"where he should he forced to take the
case in cHarge. Not the smallest ac- her best. Certainly ho loved her, os with brides in some parts of England ing the divinities to whom the temple monkeys. They came np singly, and in
-cident
most trifling brothers rarely love their sisters, it and Ireland. The French demoiselle, is dedicated.These are of beautiful couples, and in families, and took their
. sickness
into his seemed to me. I recalled the shudder however, thinks the first Friday in the features, as, indeed, are all the repre- places without noise or fuss on the ver.hands in weeks, and starvation with which he turned from a brief month particularlyfortunate for her sentationsof deities in the Karli cave anda, and sat there like an audience
temple. There is nothing of that re- waiting for an entertainment to comwas staring him in the face. At this glance at the bed bf death, and the sob nuptials.
;
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Embalmed

or the

had come

•

In Yorkshire,when the bride is about pulsive sculpture which one sees at mence. And when everything was
a man wrapped in a dark man- in his voice that came, apparently,from
tle glided into his room, addressing me mighty grief, AEsnredly, I should see to cross her father’s threshold, after re- Puna and in other modern Hindu ready, the breakfast all laid, the mon— lor I who write am the hero of my. him again. Evan now "he might ' be turning from church, a plate contain- pagodas. I saw no figures which were keys all seated, I went in to call my
ing a few small pieces of cake is thrown in part human and in part beast-lika wife.
«tory-~- by name: “I need your assist* awaiting me at my lodgings.
“Breakfast is ready, and they are all
•nee, Doctor,” he said, in an ; agitated
As I rose to go, my friend* who had from an upper window by one of her Each was true to its class, from vestiwaiting,”
said I.
whisper, ‘if ot for the living bfit for the been carelessly looking over a journal male relatives. If the plate is broken bule back to altar. The altar, and the
“Who are waiting?” she asked in disdead. , My sister, who came herewith of the morning, read aload a paragraph she will be happy, but if not there is place where it stands, keep up the reme on a visit to some relatives from ohr announcing that this was the wedding every prospect that she will get her semblanceto a Qhristian church. Be- may. “I thought we were going to be
alone, and I was just coming out in my
home in a foroigu country, has jna^ died, day of the young Princess N
, a share . of this world’s misery. In hind it there are seven pillars,which

moment

7

-

Kussian beauty, famous of late in Sweden the bride on her way back separate it from what in a church dressing-gown ”
“Never mind,” I said. “The people
•trnnge land I desire, according to tbe Florentine society, who was ip|marry from church has piocas of bread in would correspond with the choir. There
about
here are not very fashionably
are altogether thirty-eightcolumns iu
custom of our family, to carry away Prince L
, a Roman nobleman, as hor pockets! These are thrown away
with me her embalmed heart, that so young, rich and well born as herself. on her road to hor home, to insure her the temple. The grandest is the large dressed themselves.They wear pretty
'much at least of our beloved one may “Let us go to the church door,” said good luek. It is ill-fortufleto the one lion pillar in front, which has sixteen much tho same things all the year
!*epo*e amor g the. tabes of jfur kindred. Paul, my friend, “even $f we fip-e not who picks up these crumbs. If the sides, and is surmountedwith four ’round."
And so my wife came out. Imagine,
My mission is to ask if you \fill assist bidden.'
a.' ‘A
A ckt
cat may look1 at tlfl
the king, bride lose her slipper on the way from 1 lions.
All this great recess has been cut then, her astonishment.
me in this painful duty. It is necessary and all the world may admire a bride church, she will lose all ‘her troubles,
In the middle of the veranda stood
that it be done at night, and quietly, alighting from her carriage.” Excus- and the one who picks it up will gain from the solid rock, which seems to be
nothing softer than porphyry itself. onr breakfast,and all the rest of the
«...
cince we do not wish to start the tongues ing myself on the plea that my garIn every country it is an unhappy The statuaryis massive relief, and con- space, as well as the railings and the
of the gossips, or to allow the servants ments did not entitle me to a place
of the house to beeome aware of it. even upon the pavement, I broke away omeu for the wedding to be pnb off sists of figures also cleft from the rook, steps, were covered with an immense
Here is the certificate of her death from him and returned to my solitary when once the day has been fixed, and like Thorwaldsen’slion, in Lucerne. company of monkeys, as grave as poswigned by her regular physician,and as room. As l -mountefl the a^eps; I in England it is believed great misfor- Tho great pillars are chastelypropor- sible, and as motionless and silent as if
an earnest of my. willingnessto make Walked slower, dreading the apparition tune will ensue if a bridegroom stand, tioned columns, both base and capital they were staffed. Only their eyes kept
the visit worth yohr while, allow me to 6f my visitor' of the previous night.' I if only for a moment, at the junctionof proving that they have not been intro- blinking, and their little round ears kept
lay this pnrse of gold upon your table." opened tbe door to find that the room cross-roads on his wedding morn. In dneed, but, like all other portions of twitching. Laughing heartily, at which
Seeing the glimmer 0$ the large, was empty and undisturbed. But upon England, alto, it is ‘thought a sign of the temple, have been cut from the the monkeys only looked all the graver,
bright pieces in the flames of my ex- my table lay a parcel, and tearing it bad luck if the bride fails to shed tears solid mass of which the whole moun- my wife sat down.
“Will they eat anything?” -said she.
piring Tamp, I could no longer hesitate. open I saw within my bloody knife en- on her wedding-day, or if she turn tain consists. They are part and parcel
“Try them,” I said.
ot
floor
and
ceiling.
There
is
an
outBesides the straightforward manli- folded in a paper on which these words back to take a last look at herself in
So she then picked up a biscuit and
ward porch, or vestibule, fifty-two feet
of my visitor and his evident emo- were wrU|Cfi«^J MJS Sflld/Zfu
her wedding toilet.
tion quite won my sympathy. I folAmong the English lasses it is bad wide and fifteen deep, and on the threw it among the company.
“I return to you your property, my
Three hundred monkeys jumped up
lowed him, and after a long walk— dur- somewhat careless and decidedly nerv- luck for a bride to look back or go heavy molding above there are figures
ing the latter part of which I consented ous doctor. You will probably never back when once she has started for of a man, a woman, and a dwarf. All in the air like one, and jnst for one into be led blindfolded— we stopped at hear from me again, but consider your church, or to marry dressed in green, this, too, like the whole spacious tem- stant there was a riot that defied dethe small side gate of a large and gold well earned.”
or let the ceremony go on while there ple itself, has been patientlycut from scription. The next instant every monkey was sitting in its place as solemn,
rook.
stately palace. Opening this, we asA cold sweat broke out upon my is an open grave in the church-yard. firm
The only thing which is not of native and serious as if it had never moved.
- oended in tha dark a winding staircase,
brow. Now, indeed, had my feet When the bridesmaidsundress the rock
is a wooden covering or ceiling. Only their eyes winked and their ears
•merging in a dimly lighted corridor.
bride they mast be sure to throw away
touched the waters of A dark and unPreceding me with noiseless footsteps,
all the pins, to make sure of good for This has been the puzzle of all the twitched.
known sea. Could it be that I was tho
My wife threw them another biscuit,
the stranger touched the spring of a
themselves, as well as for her. If a toilers in Indian archtrology,and they
inotrumeat of a crime ¥
• secret door, whioh, flying back, revealed
single pin be left in the bride's rai- seem to-day to be no nearer a solution and again the riot, and then another,
• lofty chamber lighted by a silver
ment, wo unto her. - And it a brides- of the difficultythan when they began. and another. But at length we had *
I
pass
over
the
Anguish
of
that
day.
lamp swinging between marble columns.
maid should keep one of them she will The entire immediate covering of the given away all that we had to give, and
Here on a low conch lay the body of a In the evening, able.no longer to endure not be married before Whitesuntide, or temple is of teak, a native wood, almost stood np to go. The monkeys at once
my thoughts,I. went out to a cheap cafe the Easter following. Therefore brides- the only one which resists the whit^ rose— every monkey on tbe veranda
beautiful young girl
“You will excuse my personal attend- wherd l could venture to ask for a sim- maids in England are not given to pre- ant and every Indian insect— Corm- and, advancing gravely to the steps,
walked down them iu solemn processnoe, Doctor,” said my guide, turning ple meal on trust, since bjr to-morrow serving the pins from bridal costumes. pondence New York Independent
sion, old and young together, and dissway his face as if to conceal his tears. would arrive the. small allowance sent If the bridal party venture off the
persed for the day’s occupation.—
me
by
my
widowed
mother
every
month
Ruins
of
the
Synagogue
at
Capernaum.
' *It is more than I can bear, and I shall
land they must go .by steam, and the
wait without until yonr task is finished.” I asked for little, but I ate less. In my bride; to make certain of good luck,
Perhaps the most interestingspot in Brooklyn Union.
After a brief examination of my sub- dazed state I was conscious that people must, onTfieTEappy dav, wear" "some- the world to those deeply under the
Vermont Liberality.
ject, whp lay as if disposed for burial, aronnd me were talking excitedly. By thing old and aoditijthing new, some- influence 0^ that charm which associaIn
every
town in Vermont you hear
and noting with interest the fact bf her and by some newcomer suggested to thing gold and 84methiug blue.” If tion lends to places hallowed by the
stories
of
the
wildest kind of liberality.
have
the
story
over
which
they
were
all
- •xtreme youth and beauty, I prepared
she sees a strange cat on that day, she ministrationsof the Founder of ChrisOne
of the Rutland snrveyors told me
gabbling
told
connectedly.
Thus
it
4o make an incisionin the region of
will take it as an omen that she i»to tianity ia to be found in a desert, rockthe heart. Quickly, but less skillfully was that, like,* creature in a dream, I be very happy.; and if oiv the morning strewn promontory on the northwest of an extravagant proposition whioh
than usual, I plunged my long, sharp heard of the tragedy Vith ' which Florshore of the Lake of Tiberias; for was submitted to him by the proprietor
ence
that
day
was
rmging—
the
tale
of
.' knife into her breast— -when, horror nnamong these piles of hewn blocks of of a flint-rock farm several miles from
r apeak Able I — the dead girl stated, an infamous at|aek the night before
black basalt still remain the rains of & the town up in the mountains. The
flint-rock farmer had some horses. He
upon
lovely
Frincess
N
,
on
the
eve
• opened a pair of dark, imploring eyes,
will rise in the world fjom tfie time of ure&t synagogue, within whose walls,
1 moaned once, as the blood gushed in a of her wedding day* by some unknown her marriage. To make sure of this the the foundations of which may still be thought that it would be a good idea .
And

before interring her remains in this

-

r

riches.
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-

—

,

-

miscreant,who, stabbing her while she maiden hga a chair and a table at the distinctlytraced, were collected the
lay asleep, had left her. there for dead. bedside, and steps from one to the multitudes who flocked to hear the
That she did hot die, was a marvel, but other on rising from her slumber on teachings of Christ. While modern
the stab, though deep, ^as not neces- her wedding-morn.On leaving her tourists resort in crowds to Jerusalem
saril
sari# mortal. Clearly the assassin’s home, and on Starting from the bhurch to visit the i\vthical sites which are
hand juuflt
must nave
have Watflrfld
wavsj* ^n his aim. to return, she is very careful to step supposed, upon Jhe vague basis of ecAlmost immediately Jhe. attendants, out with her right foot first, and is care- clesiastical tradition,to be identified
roused by some noise in the Princesfc’ ful not to address he* husband af er with episodes in the life of the great
room,' had fotmd her, ami by prompt they are wedded without first calling Teacher, scarcely one ever finds his
measufes thd unforttmate lady was re- him by his full name. To break the wed- way to this remote locality, lying just
stored to fcORsciouspese.* Although ding ring is a sign that the wearer will out of tho beaten track along which
hardly possible thatsho could survive, soon be a widow.
Cook leads his herds of sight-seers;
the physicians yet gave acme hope.
And thero are fifty others of the same and yet it is probable that the greater
Useless to spqak of the sorrow befall- sorLwhich are. shared by, onrgrquug part of that period in the life ot Christ,
ing the noble household of it or of the! worSen, *wh(*ciefn^y ftilc»W
the record of whioh is contained in the
lily, but my visitor was nowhere to young bridegroomthus cruelly robbed thWe tennhnerert irt th€ Sre<3dmgs4of four Gospels, was at Capernaum, which
be seen. My wish now was to avoid of his intended. Much more was printed to-day. Though they be nineteenth- the most careful investigationby the
and said regarding the murderer, his century maids and graduates of col- highest authorities in such matters has
’ kim, and I rushed headlong down the
long stone staircase into the courtyard, motive, and the search for him that was leges of high standing, they: ore not identified with these ruins of Tell Hum.
proof agaipst the superstitions of brides Sir Charles Wilson, whose research on
- tniothe street, believing the stars above to be set on foot, but for that I care
i a thousand watchers sat there to taunt little. I was ready to deliver myself up from time immemorial.— ifndn. r
this spot led him to identify it as being
atthat moment, il it could serve to exome
the site of the City of Capernaum, beose the villain
bad used me for
TajcBE.aV 1.025 voters in Walla
wan a lieves this synagogue was, “without
myself
1
1is tool < ^heh I returned bomeafeain
doubt, the one built by the Roman cen• once more jp the quiet of my poor
to -taediUtemiantherbesti cm
course fdr
turion (I^ukewii, 5), and, the) ~
^ room, eveijthmg as I had left it, books
to follow* I found another no
‘the •toman vote” » an important mat- of the mqsfeacret spots on
. in their ptMM,
purring, my
alpkim.ciftiabflhattOWn, was in this building-, if thi
re looking at me with a
learninghow to do it with that the well-known >ve mi
‘Fear nothing,
'ton are
great:
tained in the sixth

current over the bed, and then lay
motionless as when I had seen her first.
Bo com
mpletelyy did tljifl'
re me that ;my hind Hfaa parunnerve
Evidently'the
fease had been
alyzed.. "Evidently4
1
• one of suspended animation,and the
band that might have xespoed the poor
. girl from the Jaws of death had but
served to hurl her into them. Dizzy
and despairing, cursing the poverty
that had led me to accept this -fatal
commission, not daring to look, a see-
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to lay out a race course on his farm, if
not cost too much, for the purpose of training his horses. So he said

it did

to the surveyor: “I want you to come
up to my farm and lay out a trotting

course for my bosses. Come up and'
bring your wife and I will give you all
tho blackberries vou can pick and eat
while you are there.” The surveyor
resp6nded with caustic Vermont dryness : “ I don’t believe that I can come.
I never did care very much for blackberries on the bush.” — Rutland Letter
in

New York World.
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A Horrible Death.

Judge Punkley, a leading member of
the New York bar, who is somewhat
intemperate in his habits, was obliged
to consult a physician. The latter examined the invalid's nose and breath*
and then said:,

“You must

take one drink less every

dav"*''-1
“One drink
•

less every day I

<
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any
me off bj
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HELL GJ
Novel Feat

-

;

of Enffaoerlaf .

Preparations for blowing up Flood
Bock in Hell Gate are nearly complete.
The work of drilling the subterranean
galleries that honeycomb this great
mass of rock has been going on for nine
years. In all twenty-four galleries or
tunnels have been run from north to
south through the island, the#longest
of which is twelve hundred feet long;

ny magic one b pumaIMtahif ho
be a sufferer from rheumtftem or neuralgia
rhea, dysentery,
applies St Jacobs' On, me pifn-ban- cramps in

•rTfcsr

_______

and
several

tide

heoedtdifcuss
causes. Hob. C. H. Ree've, of

Indi-

ana, charges It to infldeiteachinge— holding
that hopelessnessof a future state cripples
fortitude for bearing life's Ilia Another do-

For Coughs and

Colds Red Star Cough
Cure is a saf(
safe, pleasant,
sure remedy.
'

or^W

colic, or

of Smart
Brapdy, 8:
males Gin

HUl

They Got Left.
He sat down in one of the hallways

thinks much of the tendency Is Inherited, of the Merrill Blook and palled off hia
while temperance advooateslajrthe responsiboot, and a policeman wno happened
bility upon strong drink.
Free-thinkershave committed suldlde, but along at that moment kindly inquired:
“Concluded to go barefoot lw
have, orthodox churchmen. Financial
These are intersected by forty-six so
straits have beset many* but tho wealthy
“Say,” called the man, as he tugged
others running nearly east and west, have also taken tneir life.
away
at the sock, “Fve been walking
Insanityand dissipation have preceded suithe largest one being 625 feet. The
around this town for abont five bonrs.
cides and family murders.
tunnels are on an average ten feet from
One feature common to almost every snob
“Must be footsore.”
floor to oailing, and six or eight feet crime challengesattention. Wellnlgb every
“No, ’tain’t that; but*Fve had a dozwide. The roof of rook they support report of suicide and family murder mentions
en different boys ask me if I had tar on
is from ten to twenty-fivefeet thick. the perpetrator as having “for some time
The rock taken from them measured been subjectto melancholy.’’Whence comes my heel. I’ve looked and looked, but
this? All recognized medical authorities tell there is no tar. Is there any on that
80,000 cubic yards as it lay in its orig- ns that the fire which consumes the brain is
inal bed. The huge pillar and roof always kindled by derangements of diges- wot?*
“No.”
that remain measure 275,000 cubic tion; thatgobd digestionla impossiblewithout
hare
bloc 1, and pure blood is never
“Any on my sock?”
yards as they stand. In making these
known when the liver and kidneys are out of
“No.” •
galleries fissures of water were met order. Under such circumstances, a pre“Well, now, off comes the sock, and
with, but they were all successfully ventive should be sought, and for this Waryou look at my bare heel. If there’s
ner's
Safe
Cure
is
sovereign—
a
fact
conceded
plugged with wood, the use of cement
iy ta r there I want to know it.”
_-_»g out of the question under the by the best aulhorltlosin the land, and It is
beini
hr can’t see any," repneu tne omcer;
especially commended by the celebratedDr.
great pressure of water. After the gal- Dio Lewis. —Rochester Democrat.
“but you’ve got the thumpingest, big-

malt

RedStar

BITTERS.

will care any cbm of LI vor and Kldnaw •
troubles when properly taken. It Is • pevlMfc
renovator and Invigorator.
It deansM the Bjr»*
tem of tho po 1 o n o n s^h u mo« tha^dereteftla
It

]

rvinx away aUpoleonous matter and
etorlnc the Blood to a healthy conditfcm

•

leries were completed the next work
was to drill the roof and the pillars full
of holes in which to put cartridges of

eiirlchlnc It, rofroahlng and InrigortUlm^

%

IfflndandBody. It preventt the growth
Norton* lllnesa of a Dnugerone ClaseaT

Nose Notions.

mere

Diseases that begin
JV«e from

menu, and are too apt

Oplaiu/SSmSctand PoUona:

the worst forms of theee terrible diaeama
hare been onleklf .relievedand in ashceh

of

see in his nose a
0ft a for them will rmxtvfturn \>oitlei,Exprtu cAarp«
,ar on my foot?”
vaULtyur.dtnoontaolUirU)
convenientthing to smell with; bnt the
* THI CHAKLISA. VOOKLKB C0IPAIY,
“No.”
philosopher reads there the sure in“Any on my toes?”
dications of sagacity, literally keen“No.”
scented, of judgment and force of char“Then these sassy young cubs are
1 Eft, \ strengthens the liver and kidacter, with many other things not to be
neys, nil_lids
np the nervous ^ys_mp1
eft, smart as they are. I was kinder
tem, and will restore
dispensed in the mental furnishing of
surprised and mortified all the time,
howeverloat.
either civilized or savage. An inch on
but they want to quit right off on me
Vinegar lllttera la tho beat
and up through the roof at an angle of the end of a man’s nose is a good deal,
remedy yet discovered for proI’ve looked and you’ve looked,
sixty degrees with the horizontal. They both as regards tho dignity of expres- now!
moting digestion,curing headache, and increasing the vital
have all been completed at last, the sion in that appendage and tho qualities and there’s no tar there, and the next
powers. Try it.
appropriation which became available of mind which it signities.Roman, )oy who sees tar on my heel will see
HAY-FEVER.
in July of last year being sufficientto aquiline, Grecian or pug, we are all stars along with it” — Detroit Free
I have been a great sufcomplete that work, supply and put in obliged to wear it, and so it may be Press.
ferer from Hay-Feverfor
The Clangor or an Alarm liell
place the explosives,and clear away well for us to inquire what this frontis15 years. I read of the
the debris after the island has been piece of the face symbolizes, in general Close by, In the stillness of tho night, could wondrous cures by Ely'a
Balm, and thought
blown out of the water about Oct. 1 and in particular. Alexander the Great scarcely startle the ordinary individualmore Cream
I would try once more
next Two kinds of explosivesare be- was a Greek, but at the upper part of than do trifling noises the nervous Invalid. But Alter one applicationI was
wonderfully helped. Two
ing used, dynamite and raokarock. The his nose we see the prominent sign of once the nerves are braced and the system in- weeks ago I commeneed
it, and now I feel <m
cartridges when filled are taken over aggressionwhich marked the Roman vigorated with Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,this uning
abnormal sensitiveness is aucceeded by a tran- ttreh/ wired. It Is the greatto Flood Bock and thence into the gal- nose and character. It was this ex
est discovery known.— DUquillitynot to be disturbed by trivialcauses. hamkl Clam, Farmer,
leries, where the workmen shove them tremely large faculty which led AlexImpaired digestionis s fertile cause of nerve Loe, Mass.
into the holes by means of long wooden ander to depart from the established
weakness and unnatural mental gloom, and a
ramrods. The holes are filled up to policy of Greece, and to carry on agvigorous renewal of the action of the stomach has gained an enviablerepwitnin about a foot of the top with gressive wars of foreign conquest, and
utation wherever known.
is one of the surest means of invigorating and
all other prepraokarock cartridges from little steel to plant colonies and kingdoms in other quietingthe nerves. Insomnia, or sleepless- displacing
arations. A parti le is approngs that catch in the sides of the countries. The lower end of his nose ness, a form of nervous disease, is unquestion- plied Into each nostril ; no HAY
zreeableto u«e.
pain ; agreeable
use. _
*
hole serving to keep the cartridges in indicated the same artisticand literary ably benefitedby sedatives, when it is proPrice 60c. by mail or at di uzplst. Pend for circular.
ELY BROTHERS. Druggist*.Owovo, N. Y.
longed, or of frequent occurrence, but its
place. Then on top of the raokarock taste which marked* the Greeks as
permanent removal is more effectuallyachieved
is put in each hole a fifteen-inch dyna- nation. In the Apollo, in Venus, MerMOT FORGET
with tho Bitters.^ his medicine is also signally
mite cartridge that projects a few cury, and other idealizations of Greek efficacious for malaria, rheumatism, constipaDavis’ Pain Killer
inches from the hole. When this work, art and thought, we see that delicate tion, liver complaint, and torpidity of the kidneys and bladder.
is done there \vill be twenty-two mile* and perfect chiseling of the nostrils
of cartridges stowed away in the pillars which indicatesrefinement and sym
Boarding- Hoose Item.
and roof of that nine-acre chamber. metry of intellect.The common RoThe Widow Flapjack, who keeps a
The men are at work stowing away the man nose was less finished at the end ; fashionableboarding-houseon Austin
cartridges now and taking up the little its possessor loved knowledge for the
avenue, is in the habit of giving her
iron railways which run through the flake of power and conquest, rather boarders fried oysters for dinner on
channels, and on which patient mules than for its own sake. Aggression Sunday, bnt last Sunday, instead o
dragged out the car-loads of rock after and self-defense were the leading signs getting two oysters, one of the boarders
The superintendent of the which gave character to the Roman only got one.
the blasts. Th<
work said recently:
nose. They are large in the face of
‘How is this, Mrs. Flapjack?” he
“We do not expect the explosion to Julius* Cicsar, who carried the genius asked in wild dismay. “I usually get
make any more of a disturbance than of Roman conquest up to its meridian o two oysters, but I only find one in my
the fifty thousand pounds of dynamite splendor. Civilization has always hat plate ?”
did that was exploded under the point to push its way against a mass of ob“1 reckon the cook forgot to cut the
at Astoria. Small powder blasts often stacles. The Roman nose is a mora
oyster in two this time,” responded
blow the water higher. It will heave battering-ram to beat down these walls Mrs. Flapjack, removing the ovster
np the water, the waves will danoe of savagery and ignorance.No person from his plate, with her fork. That’s
awhile, and then it will settle down and with a very short nose ever made a what he got for kicking.— Texas Siftfor awhile we will have a worse ob- profound impressionin the world. The
ings.
struction here than we have now. The hard Roman nose, pushing its way deA philosophical bookseller saying
broken rock will occupy about a half spite all personal suffering, has playec
more space than the solid rock does, a conspicuous part in the moral as wel that every phase of humanity reprebut we have the money to clear it away. as the politicaladvancement of the sented some kind of a book, was asked
The big rocks will be grappled up and world. It dominated the old Roman to what kind of a publicationa baby
carried away to deep water. There is race as well as the modern aggressive corresponded.“A baby,” be replied,
a big hole more than one hundred feet Briton. It carried Washington on to “is a primer of humanity, bound in more
deep near the upper end of Blackwell’s triumph, stood in the forefront of Lin rocker.”
Island that will hold the stuff.”
coin’s unyielding strength, as it bat
Our Progress.
“After you get the cartridgesall in sustainedthe- shocks of Waterloo in the
As Stases are quickly abandoned with tho
place what will you do next?”
face of the Iron*Dnke.Against him completion of railroads, so the huge, drastic,
“Flood the chamber. It will take was pitted the Roman-nosed Napoleon, cathartic pills, composed of crude and bulky
about a day to doit We will put the but in the septum of Wellington’s nose medicines, are quickly abandoned with the
end of the big pipe through which we the sign of synthesis, of intellectua introduction of Dr. Pierce's‘‘Pleasant PurKatlve Pellets,” which are sugar-coated,and
have been pumping down under the combination and perseverance,was very little larger than mustard seeds, but comsurface and siphon the water back in. large, and this caused him to hold out posed of highly concentrated vegetable exAs soon as that is done we will let off on that day, even when the apparent tracts. By druggist, _______ _____

ViyrCtf »

car®^

MM^Bltte

A*tk»a.QulMr,PaiMl*Ck«rf,»»4ou>w
•ffittloMoftb* TkNBl ntA Langs.

dynamite. These holes were drilled
around the pillars and in the roof.
They are two and a half inches in diameter, and they average nine feet in
depth. They are from four to five feet
opart. They run up through the pillars at an angle of forty-five degrees,

in
trivial aB>
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THOUSANDS OF OASIS

A PROMPT, SAFE, SURE CURE

gest old callous I ever did behold.”
I know it; but I’m after tar. Any

The fool may only
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Do not get Hope and Halt Bltteni cem
founded with Inferiorpreparationsof dmOsa
name. Take Nothlnjr but Hoped Msh
ten If you went s sure Care.
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self.

Don’t take the front seats at bfdlet
shows. Yonr bald beads reflect"the

light unpleasantly.
Don’t say vulgar things before ladies,

and excuse yourselves on

the ground
that you are old enough to bq their,
fathers.

Don’t forget that age must respect
itself before it can command it from
others.

MONTGOMERY WARD
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5,000 More *0011 Agontsto
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u. s.
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h

entuT.
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belongs to the in- Union than at any flrat-claM hotel in the city.
of the child. He has
A Shakes community— where the ague
prevails.— Carl Pretzel'sWeekly.

A

hundred diwenaes may proceed
from one source— a diseased or debilitated
tellectualprocesses, as its advance- stomach. No human being can be healthy
guard position in the face plainly shows. when digestionis disordered.Tone the stomach and liver, and regulate tho bowels with
If we inquire and observe,some discovDk. Walker’s Vegetable Vinegar Biitkrs,
rJ fl
and the work of assimilationand excretion
will go bravely on. By producing perfect diloner
gestion and a proper flow of bile, it insures
pure blood, a vigorous circulation,and a
latan.
prompt discharge of all waste matter from
Donot draw a wrong tfiHnoe from the system.
the frank- statement of
of th&VH
the.^fficnlties
STRAWs liiow Which Way the mint- j qB* p
which beset tho medical pfectitionqf.
^
1
Think, rather, if truth is so hard of at“Pat np" »t the Gfeult House.
tainment, how precious arc the results
The business man or tourist will find firstwhich the consent of the wisest and
class accommodations
at tho low price of $2

goes. _
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Don’t ;let '0>15f?aTe5r5!ft2fift . squinting brains of theorists as wild as
ake you forget that a man never gets the Egyptian astronomer. — Oliver
makey
too old to die.
JFendet
Don’t try to be a boy. Your grandFaith in the Candidate.
sons will attend to that, part of tha
It
was
provided in the old blue laws
business^h >f f , • v-qi '1 Lfi/ Y.f. ;
iWt let fcfye Evening <J( life be lesi of Connecticut that “no man shall hold
joyous than the morning. ’The freeli- any office who is not sound in the faith,
and faithful to this dominion; and whoever gives a vote to such a person shall
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Fob dyspepsia, indigestion, depreFiionof
spirits,and general debility in their various
forms; also, as S preventive againstfever and
ague, and . other Intermittent fevers, the
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Don’t sour the world on you by souring yonrselvea pn the
Don’t fool idth temptation,
far-famed hotel is locatedin the
center of the
folly it is to cast them aside in favor of
*
Don’t be too wish.
palpable impositions stolen from the city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Don’t try to make love. The old fools records of fofgotten charlatanism, or Elevator;all appointments flrstrclass.
Horr ft Gates, Proprietors.
are the biggest fools.
. of fantastic speculationsspun from the

wprld.
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Don’t think because young men are
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We will pay tho shore reward for any ease of
matliraor
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$25 Reward.
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blast There will be no unneces- tide of war had tamed against him, unPbilaThe new Government .buildingIn Ph
sary delay then, and that time will til Blucher come and all was saved. delphiais settling.Too heavy contracts
oome, as has already been stated, The face of John Wesley, a cousin of It, probably.
In tho cure of severe coughs, weak lungs,
about the 1st of October."
Wellington, showed the same aggresspitting of blood, and the eary staves of Von“How will you fire the blast?”
sive character.In all the great foundsumptioM, Dr. Pierce’s“Golden Medical Dis“By an electric current,or just as ers of religions, or of sects, we see the covery” has astonished tho medical faculty.
the other one was fired— partly by same aggressive nose. A low-bridged While It cures the severest coughs, it
electricity and partly by concussion. nose will do for the helplessness of strengthens the system and purlflctthe blood.
We have’ not decided
whether we will childhood or the servility of the Afri- By druggists.
“ecidM.wni
lay a cable over to Astoria to send the can, bnt such a bridge will never carry
Ode to bald-headed men— There’ll be no
current through, or whether we will a great work safely over. The aquiline parting there.— The Judge,
provide some automatic apparatus to nose of the Jews has large signs of agImportant.
touch it off. with. The dynamite cart- gression, defense and protection, while
When you visit or leave New York City,
ridges are used because tl^y are more thebreadth of their noses indicates .their save Baffm
sensitive to Concha sion thap raokarock. ” money-makingpropensities This form stop at the'
Central Depot: «00 elegant rooms fitted up at a
of the nose Was common among the old cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
Advice to Old Men.
Assyrians, as shown by their sculp- upwards jjer day^ European^ Elevator,
Restaurant ___
Don’t presume on your age.
tures. The projection of the tip of the stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. FamiDon’t be vain of your handsome gray nose indicates observation,the qnes- lies can lire better for leas money at the Grand
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blinking PredupotN to Dimio.

Effect

Sunday, June 21, 1885.

Dry Goods A Groceries,

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

Medical men lo the London hospitals
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Estimates given for
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a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m. p. m.

with accidents,or undergo operations,
they hare a tendency to inflammation,
which greatly adds to the risk they run.
benev-

his

p.m. p.

olence, was seised with dangerous illness.
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his doctor

being sent

a

is not

verified,
ed.
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Now,
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Grand Janction.
Holland ........

his ppedic-

he

ture,

fell a

victim to those practices

which the most influential countenance.
Take a case of th(b\me kind, but with

a

and

wssv visited by a

Among

cian.

my

the

friend was, "Are jou in the custom of

partakibg of spirituous liquors?” "No; I

your abstinence is your life," said the

man whose opinion anxious

his deliveranceas

for

much

The Greatest Mcdictl Triumph

Moskegon ...

of

the

SYMPTOMS OP A

TORPID LIVER.

do you
think a little spiritsnow and then would
hurt me very much?” “Why, no, sir," an
swered the doctor, deliberately;"I do not

know

that

a

little

now and

then,

would

hurt you very much; but, sir, if you don’t

Great excitement has been caused

in

E. Corley, who

was so helpless be could not turn

in bed,

or raise his bead ; everybody said he

was

dying of Consumption.A trial bottle of
Dr. King’s

New

Discovery was sent him.

Finding relief, Le bought a large bottle
and

a box

of Dr. King's

by the time he
Pills

New

Life

Pills;

had taken two boxes

Hamilton

—

g11!®0? ...........

Holland ..........
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PILLS

"Use Dr.

Cough Syrup-

Boll’s

Price 25 cents."
Salvation Oil, the greatest cure on eart i
for pain, has

made a most

ntlifeCD'c

brilliant debut.

at 25 cents a bottle.

Bog Bays are Here.

And

with

them

the

much

dreaded dia-

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. It saves doctor’s bills and the life
Dr. Scboaten’a

Brokta Down Invalid*.

Ohio.

S4lERP$

Manufacturerof

^eW.11"

Wilms’ CelebrateilWooilsn Drite

Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and wkit*
wash brushes, which they are selling at
low figuresfor cash.

Never to our knowledge has any medi-
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Pass. Pass. Mix.
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39
55
08

12

30

12
12
1
1

48
55
06
17
38
05
17
36
56
04
10
45
53
59

p. m.
5 45
rt 40
7 04
7 09
7 16
7
|7 45
8 09
8 25
8 82
8 42
a. m. 8 53
fi 10
9 15
6 37 9 44
6 49 9 57
707 10 15

V

yon can get a

a. m. p. m.
10 5 10
10 4 15
46 8 52
42 3 47
32 3 37
...Tipton... 9 17 8 22
... Ousted.. 9 05
3 08
..Addison.. 8 43 2 45
.. Jerome.. 8 26
2 28
..Moscow.. 8 20 2 21
..Hanover.. 809 2 10
..Pulaski. 7 57 1 59
. Homer
7 88 1 38
..Marshall 7 06 1 14
.Ceresco.
6 49 1 02
.BattleCr’k 6 30 12 44
..Augusta..
12 27
..Yorkville
12 20
..Richland
!2 15
Montleth..
11 43
-..Fisk....
11 35
..Kellogg..
11 80
A Allegsn L
11 20
a. tn.

A Good Clean Shaye.’

L Toledo A 11
. Dundee.. 10
..Briuon.. 9
Ridgeway. 9
•Tecumsen. 9
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A Scientific Haircut, or

Invigorating Shampoo.
any time.

at

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
p. tn

33
21
03
43
85
29
55
47
37

i

Ladles hair cleaned and dresaed In the

latest |

fashion.
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WATER FOR
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Tom

Golden Seal
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April 23,

Bitters, a perfect renovator

of the aystem, carrying

away tU poisonous

Farmers and

Woodsmen.

body. Easy

of

prompt in action, certain
lo resulta. Safe and reliable ih all forms
of liver, stoqiach, kidney and blood dis-

lernoon,
LIberi'G" of mortgages, on page 416. Bald mortgage was, on the 24th day of Janoary.A.D. 1871.asor to G.
signed by said
Willem J. Mai.
' Martin
' Winter, to
toWillem
Molder, of Holland, Ottawa connty, Michigan,and the
assignmentof mortgagewas recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds, of the county of Ottaws,
state
of Michl
..
.....
....
* higan, on the sixth day of Augost, A. D. 1866. at 11
inf o'clock a. ol, in Liber 30 of
mortgages, on page• L„,
_ tf
____
90S, __________
and on thelth day
Augost, A. D, 1865, said mortgage was assigned by
Peter Mulder, sole residuary,legatee and executor
of the last will and testament of the estate of Wil-
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U not

a vile,

fancy drink, but

1 also

keep on hand a

full line

Spectacles!

is

My

entirely vegetable. This medicine has a

magic

Livtr Complaintsana
every form of disease where the stomach
fails to do its work. It is a tonic. It will
eflect in

cure dyspepsia. It

is

stock of

8II.YEBWABE
is

unsurpassedin

this city.
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Van

Valastau—w.Low Bales.
Voor Tripe par Weak Bstweea

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

Write ferow

VER SCHURE,

Putten

&

8upt.
Sons’ store.

"Picturesque Mackinac,” Itfuitrated.
OootafcM Fan Vartimlan. KaOsAVree.
Detroit
C. D.

Particular attention is called to the fact
best remedy known to onr Materia Medlca that all my goods are flnvclasa and are
for dlseaess of the Mood. It wiU cure sold at low pricea.

1

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

WHITCOMB,

oca. Pass. Aar.,

DKTftOIT.

lUi

MICH.

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.
The popular wagon mannfactnrer

J.

NEW!i

FLIEMAN
bui»iioc».iiniiib.torui.

CUTTEI R/S
made by the

3»SS 2

IRWIN -WILLIAMS

by glvw that the eaid mortgage will be foredoeed
by a rale of the mortgaged premiaee deccribed In
eaid mortgage to eatufy the amonnt due thereon,
interactfrom this date, and coete of foreclosing,at

I

NorthwesternSleigh Company
of

Milwaukee.These cutters for ease rad com.
for

jF^JlsTTS

one o’clock In the afternoon of that day, at the

are superior, while in

Strength end Durability
they best everything.The dash is a*, new device
which craoot be broken.

«*ty
in the County of Ottawa, and Htato of
Michigan, that being the Dlace where the Circuit

Ham,

are being sold
I also

as follows,via: All that certain piece or parcel of
land, iltnate, lying and being in the connty of
Ottawa rad State ofMlchlganknown and deecrfbed

Mma

W«* Sv

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND

ram of terra hundred end tweuty-eevendo! lam
twenty *li crate, (I7W7J8.)(The last pty-

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE

have a

lot

of

I

Sleighs of Every Description.
on band which 1 propose to sell at

HI.
Dated

Ve

Grand Bam, Ottawa County,Michigan,

Angnst 10th 1886.

an alterativeand the

GEORGE W.McBKIDX,

guarantee that a gallon mil

cover

•guarefeel, two ooate, and that they are a

Akblit 4 McBuidi,
Attorn** for
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administration,
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MACKINAC.
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Jewelry and Clocks.

deposits. Enriching, Refreshing,and Invigorating both mind and

'
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of

Silverware, Platedware,

!W. ™

ATTENTION

only that the

Solid Gold and Plated Chalas.

COME AND SEE ME.

1865.

NOTHING
ladies' and Gaols' lockets,

of Strength.

1
1

1

dies of the vegetable kingdom so as to de-

cures.

Wind
wtnd
ind Mills,
Mills, Self-bl
Self-binding Reapers.Mowers, Bag
Bngtries. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Harrows, al
that Farmers need except money, and that yoo

W. BAUMGARTEL.

Connections.

_____

Dealer
the leading clan of agriculturalimplemenu,
ao a.
enU. web as
Engines, Thresher*. Saw Mills,
in

800
7
7
7
6
6
4
5
5
5
5

Seal Bitten. It combines the best reme-

making wonderful

!

PU.MPH,
Porcelaln-llned,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the dlflerentkinds of pnmps.ylpe and Iron.

1885.

cine met with the success as has Golden

rive tbs greatest medicinal effect, and is

Wells

AND WOODEN

Station Agent.

lem J.Mnldor, deceased,of Laketown, Allegan
nonntv, Michigan, to GoorgoW. McBride, of the
city of Grand Haven, Ottawa connty,Michigan,
and said assignmentof mortgage was recorded lo
the office of the Begistor of Deeds o
of Ottawa, State of Michigan,on the 6th day
of August, A. D. 1886, at 11# o'clock,a. m.. In liber
-----------, lug, and id,

full stock of

H. WILIMIS

IP.

tines of the oildom.
A. L. SMITH.
Bradford, Pa.

Tor sale at the drug store of H. Walsh,

in

Walsh.

Kbkmers & Bangs have a

|

15
12 14
12 30
1 00
11

Mortgage

27-t

Probably never in the hltton of Cough
Medicines haa any article met succesa
equal to that which baa been showered upon Dr. Pete’a 85-cent Cough Core. Thousands of hopeleea cases of Conghs, Colds,
and Consumption have yieled to this truly
miraculous discovery. For thla reason
we feel warrantedin risking onr reputation and money on its merits. Sold bv
H.
22-4

,

Mrdealy by the
. ._
Chtaksl Oat'

Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Sale.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Default having been made In the conditions of Black Aih Stave Bolts, 38 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Winter, of the same place,and recorded in the of- Pine Heading fiiolts, 20 inches long.
fice of the Register of Deeds, of the county of OtFor making contracts or fuitner intaws, aute of Michigan, on the 17th day of No.
formationapply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
vember, A. D. 1865, at t o'clock In the aftt

ease should not neglect to buy a bottle o

child.
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G has won the favor of
th* publicand now ranks
amoSg the leading Medi-

We

r

protecting his children against this dis-

of your

MURPHY BROS„
Paris,

A

summer com-

plaints.Any pkrent desirous of proper]

DATS/

iMrmotMdnot u>)
•MM Striatal*.

11 15

CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.

o
8

%asea with children, lo-wit

® has taken the lead la
the tales of that class of
remedies,And has given
Almost universal S&uftflC”
tion,

-

At Toledo, with sll railroadsdiverging. At Dundee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wabash, St. Louis A Pacific.At Tecnmseh, with Lake
Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome, with L. 8.
Ob
mi.
ai Hanover,
uanuver, with L. 8. A
_ __
AM.
At
M. 8. __
At
Homer with L. 8. 4 M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Dlvlalon of the Mich. Centra). At Marshal, with M. V. R. R. At Battle Creek, with Chicago A Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At Montieth with G. R.
At Allegan, with Chicago
West Mich, and L 8. AM. 8.
will bay all the Stave and Heading
Trains 11 dally except Sunday.
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
B. McHUGH.
General Passenger Agent round, viz:

All draggiits and dealers in medicine ael
it

H.

CHURCHILL,

2
2
2
72?
2
8
7 35
8
7 42
3
8 24
8
8 33
3
8 39
4 10 8 50
p. m. p. m.

obelisk, now standing in Central Park,
will be:

40

la
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;t TO 6

Cntrsl Tins
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ilouatroabUa.
EoarfeHj.PrfosKa. ADOrscgMs

American inscription upon the

10

_

aOIM WIST.

a. m.
10 10

relieraallblL

first

15
80

Taking effect Jan.

Secure Healthy
tothaXirei

Walsh.

m.

10
10

Michigan and Ohio Bailroad.

mas

ABLE

thirty-

pounds. Trial Bottles of this Great
Discovery for Consumption free at H.

a.

3 45
3 55
4 30

1888.

14,

Canada.

adapted

----

wars

Holland, June

t Daily. t+ Daily except Saturday. All other
trains dally except Sunday.
I'ickctsto all points in the United States and

44 Murrayr8Lf New York*

of

ft

9 10 4 30
9 42 5 02
9 50 5 10
10 15 5 85

WYNHOFF.

B.

1

a.m. p.m. p.m
Allegan ...........
Hamilton ........

27, 1888.

Goods delivered free of charge.

11 15

(JO

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

Ghat Hair or Whiskies changed to a
Glosst Black by a single application of
this Dn:. It Imparts a natural <color, acts
instantaneously^
Sold
b Druggists,or
-----------_..d by
sent by express on
on reoi
receipt of fll.
Office,

.

Allegan...

nimMFffi
hair d...

six

The

.

to such cases, one dose effectssnob a
change of feeling ns to astonish the sufferer.
They Increase the Appetite tandcsase the
body to Tske on Flesh, thus the system is
nourished, and by thdirT' nle Action oa
the Digestive l*' -- ’ '
groducedT^rke
need. Prla

and two bottlesof the Discovery, he

was well and had gamed in flesh

Holland....

Fillmore.

CONSTIPATION.

the vicinity of Paris, Tex., by the remark-

9 12
9 17
9 55

HUNTLEY.

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

blade, Fnllnese after eating,with adleIncllnatlonto exertion of body or mind.
Irritability of temper, Low aplrlte, with
a feeling of haring neglected eome dnty.
Weariness, Dizziness, Flattering at the
Heart, Dots before the eyes, Headache
over the right eye. Restlessness, with
fltfnldreams. Highly colored Urine, and
are especially

8 15 10

JAS.
Holland, May

p.m.la.m.p.tm.
6 50 8 U
9 35
7 25 8 50 10 20
7 80 9 00 10 25

p.m.

back pan. Pain nnder the ehoelder-

TUTT’S SILLS

able recovery of Mr. .1.

Grand Haven...

of appetite,Bowel* coetivo, Pain In
the bead, with a doll acneatlon In the

take any you won’t be hurt at all."

Excitement in Texas.

m. a. m.
20 11 55
2 00 12 23
2 10 12 33
3 05 1 20
1

......

Ferrysbnrg .....

Lom

obliged him to consult,“Doctor,

Needle Gas Lamp.

TO MUSKEGON.

p.

Mnskceon

Age!

thority could suggest. “Doctor," said a

Office and Shop on Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

for the celebrated

p.m

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

patient to one of of the great hydropathic
lights of Melvern, whom ill health had

m. p.m

25 YEARS IN USE.

scription which the highest medical au-

made and

have the agency in this city

5 45
6 30

11 05 4 10 (J 30 6 30
11 13 4 15 Fl,
6 40 6 35
11 55 4 50 720 7 10

Holland .........

as the pre-

Brackets, etc.,
furnished.

m. I
535

a m. p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m.
10 20 3 80 t5 30 5 85
83C

Holland .......

PILLS

remark the patient recovered, hav-

ing perhaps his total abstinence to thank

p.

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors,, Blinds, Mouldings,

always on band.

9 15 1 00 10 40i 4 15
10 02
11 23 5 10
10 15 1 40 11 88| 5 85

Grand Haven
Ferrvsbnrg...

relatives

waited with painful solicitude; and true
to the

a.

rurrs

am an abstainer," was the reply. "Then

Stairs,

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

than
____ be
„„ sold in Zeeland ........
ban the ordinarykinds,
kinds, ___
and __
cannot
Holland ........
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alnm or phosphatepowders.Sold only in
FROM HOLLAND
cans. Rotal Bakimo Powdik Co., 106 Wal-8t,N.Y.

questions put to

first

RAPIDS.

Holland ..............3 80 8 30 t4 45 10 15
Zeeland ..............840
4 56 10 25
Grand Rapids ........ 4 25 9 15 5 45 11 15

siren
___
________
trength
and wholesomeness.
More economical Grand Rapids.

distinguishedphysi-

and complete line of

Mali. Ex^ Exp. Exp. Exp.

This powder never varies.A marvel of parity,

fever,

full

CROCKERY

440 5 20
m. p. m

p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m.

Absolutely Pure.

very different IssueV A brother minister

was a short time agb, seized with

POWDER

A

a.

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND
*>

never drunk; but being of a generous na-

done on short notice.

Etc., in endless variety.

85
42

8 30 8 SO

this gentlemro was

Re-sawing

980

8 30

p.m. p.m.

fin-

ished and completed.

White Goods, Planing and

Skirts, Hosiery,

540 12 10 725
628 1 45 10 15
207 7 15 255 1 35
2 30 729 8 17 8 00

11

.

drunkard.""No,” continued the physicisb, "bathe is an habitual moderate
drinker;" and a few days saw

MX)

Chicago .........
New Bnffalo....
Benton Harbor.
Bangor ..........

kinds of buildings,

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

a.m. p.m ptm a.m.

was, "If it be fever, it is all over with
him.” “Why?" was the interrogatory
which the remark provoked; "he

2 15
4 85
5 15
7 00
9 10
ft
m. a.m. p.m. p. m.

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

his remark

for,

1

WYNHOFF

B.

40 11 85 500
280 12 87 8 27
2 44 12 52 9 20
886 1 45 12 00
4 80 2 45 285
7 10 6 00

Holland .............10 25
Grand Janction ...... 11 37
Mengnr ..............
11 56
Benton Harbor ...... 1 80
2 50
Chicago ............. 7 10

all

Mix. Mix’d

Mail Exp.

inform ns that whan Deer drinkers meet

A gentlemen,much estemed for

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

Genuine Cyclone

u

WTXHUYBIN.

Mich., Oct. t, 1184.
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